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PublUhedUMry Saturday . Term»$1.5c pgr year,
vitk a (MmouiU of 60 Mate to thou
paying in advatiM.
MULDER BR08.. Publishers.
R%toi of advortiilng made known on applica-
tion.
Holland Citt Nswb Printing llouBe. Van
dor Veon Block, Eighth 8t., Hoilaud, Mich.
NEWSPAPER LAWS.
If subscribers order the discontinuance of
ncwsuapen, tho publishers may continue to
send them until all arrears are paid.
If subscribers refuse or neglect to take
their newspapers from the office to which
they are sent, they are held resposlble until
they have settloa their bills and ordered
them discontinued.
If subscribers more to other places with-
out informing the publishers, and the news-
papers are sent to the former place of resi-
dence, they are then responsible.
CONCERNING DELINQUENT SUBSCRIBERS:
The latest postal laws are such that news-
paper publishers can have arrested any one
for fraud who takes a paper and refuses to
pay for It. Under this law the man who al-
lows his subscription to run along for some
time unpaid ana then orders It discontinued,
or orders the postmaster to mark It “refused"
and to s'jnd a postal notifying the publish-
er. lavs himself liable to arrest and fine.
DR. A, LAMBERT,
DENTIST,





rviEKEMA. G.J., Attorney at Law, Collections
U promptly attended to. Office, over First
8Ute Bank.
Vf cBBIDE, P. H., Attorney. Real EsUte and
ivl Insurance. Office. McBride's Block.
T)OBT, J. C., Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
1 Real F.sUte anc Collection*. Office, Post's
Block. - 7r
Banks.
I7IR8T STATE BANK. Commercial and Sav-
T luge Uep't. I. Cappfn. President Germ
W. Hokma. Cashier, pe^iul Block MO, OOP.
STATE BANK. Commercial
Dept. J. Van Potten, Pres,.




EYE, E1R, M m THROAT.
Office Hours until 9:00 a. m.;
from 11 until 2 p. m.; 0 until 10 p. m.
Oleel). 15, Eighth 8t.Uolland, Midi.
13 ly
8I0W WRITE All THE SEVEI DWARFS. ! CITY
Lyceum Opera House, Friday Thedlsp)j
Evening, Fet* 2. HheWorldB
! New York
VICINITY.
' Holland painting!) at
Iris now on exhibit in
J. fi; HUIZINGA, H. D,
Physician and Surgeon.
Office Eighth Street, ever P. Bteketee’s Crockery
Store, next to H. Walsh's Drug Store,
where I can be found day
or night.
OFFICE BOlllS: 11:80 A. 1. to 8:00 P. M., and
6:80 !o 9:00 P. ». 23-l-2y.
SOCIETIES.
K. O. T. M.
Crescent Tent, No. 08, meets in K. O. T. M.
Hall at f: 80 p m., on Monday night next. All
Sir Knights are cordially InriWd to attend.
Cheapest Life Insurance Order known. FuU
particulars given on application.
A. W. Rigol. Commander.
W. A. IIOLLBY, R. K.
THE MARKETS.
Wheat fl buihel .................
Kvo ..................................
Buckwheat .....................
Barley Mcwt ...................... ̂
Corn nushol .....................
Oats ̂  bushel .................... 28 @
Clover seed $ bushel ............... <a
Poutoee fl bushel ................. &
Flour V barrel ......................
Cornmeal. bolted, » cwl ...........
Cornmeal, unbolted, $ cwt ........
Ground feed ........................
Middling* $ cwt ....................
Bran fl c.wt ................ ...... @











One of fairs at Grand Rapids,
the “Ken* county fair,” will be held
An early Easter thistyear— Sunday,
March 25.
Ex-Gov. Luce has been elected pres-
ident of tho Branch county agricul-
tural society.
A new stock company has been or-
ganized at Grand Rapids with a capl-
tol of $100,000, to operate the old Nel*
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Princess Snow White,
Prince, - A. Vromer, Gr. Rapids. ! Rev. P- Baker, later pastor of son-Matter furniture plant.
Carl, the Huntsman, Mr. Jas. Price, the Ref. /ourch at Constantine, Mich.,
Seven Dwarfsjind Thirty Fairies, j has recc ed a call to thePresb. church
Three Flower Girls. | of Hof^prings. S. Dak.
Pianist, Mrs. Clara L. Bingham, j
Violinist, • Mr. E. Rupert. 1 the year Just passed over
rsons who went to the unlver-
°;“7A- GoodrlCh' W- Thoma8' : sity/ospital at Ann Arbor for treat,
melt, were sent away cured.
F. Noble.
SYNOPSIS.
ACT I.— Scinw— An op«n ipao# la th* for«*t.
Priuoroi Snow Whit*’* birthday. :Full Ohoru*-
"Snow White Beautiful One.*' Solo. Snow
White— "Lika a Blossom ." The forest children
wo9der why the song is so Md. Enter Queen.
Solo. Queen— ‘Tam the sovereign Lady." Oh
—"Loyal and True.” The vain queen asks,
she Is not tbs most benatlfal wotnotk iho e
reigned? Violet answers. "We would wy to
were not for Princess Snow White."" lM*
rus— "As Fair as a Lilly." Fall sbofillP
Queen, she rules the Kingdom ; The' lfi
rules the heart." The Queen very angry
them all away. She consults her magiq'
and finds that Soow White is lovelier Vfj s*10'







Honey.., .................. ......... ig @ 12
Butter.. ............................ @ 18
Eggs fl doxen ...................... & 15
P«k.. ........................... 6)4 and 7
Wood, hard, dry fl oord ............. 1 75 (ft a U"
Chlokess, dressed, lb (live 5^ 6 c).. 8 <§ \0
Beans bushel .................... 1 00 -
ACT II.— Scene In Forest. Carl
White, Solo. Snow Whfte-“Llfe, tbi
Solo. Carl— "Old Death he goes Bo
reveals the plot. Princess Snow W
for death . -"Good-by little flowers,
courage leaves him. He leaves her
"Good by my Princess." Solo,
Enter forest children. Chorus. .^xlt Process.
The Prince enters. Solo. PriuoA C*rl ®nter8
hurriedly. Dor* ‘Prluco and O*11, ̂he Prince
l^uture br.io an(, toe spell she must
fednesday evening, Jan. 81, tho
Ights of Labor will give a masque-
le ball In the S. of V. Hall. Good
male In attendance. Bill 50 cents.
LUt .of letters advertised for the
Tweek endiK^j^ 24, ’94, at the Hoi-
I land P. O.— Helen ’^waian, Detwller
and Son, Mr. Chas. Holmes, J. H
G. J. Van Duren, P.
The case of the People vs. Luman
Jennison, violation of liquor law, has
been disposed of, the defendant aban-
doning his appeal to the supreme court
and submitting to a sentence of thirty
dollars fine and costs.
Our offer of The Holland City
News and the Chicago Weekly Inter'
Ocean, one year, for $1,25, paid In ad-
vance is still open, and many are jail-
ing themselves of the opportunity.
i oo® learns of hi
7 0 PM'- /
/IH — Dwarfs home. Snow White en-
tors. fs4*8 MleeP- '‘Lullaby." Dwarfs return—
A suit for $20,000 damages has been
brought by Mrs. Pauline Lehman
against the C. & W. M., for the death
now wwte. of her husband, who was killed on a
side track near White Cloud lu 1888,
while in the employ of the company.
Annual leet»r>’
An annual m'’.*flng °f the stock
holdopj AL.e'Ootawa Fur. Co. will be
at the office of said Company, on
Jan. 31st, 1894, at two o’clock, P. M.,
for the purpose of electing a board of
directors of said Company, and receiv-
ing and acting upon the report of the
president, secretary and treasurer of
said Company, and fGr the transaction
of such other business as may lawfully
come before such meeting.
James Huntley, Pres.
Geo. W. Browning, Secy.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 16, 1894.
Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder
World's Pair Highest Medal and Diploma.
The Ladles and Knights of the Mac-
cabees Installed their officers Satur-
day evening, and notwithstanding the
"0, v*arothe Seven Dwarfs." They 0i*«m-r • bad weather about 150 were present.
8coW white, and swear allegiance k> her. The The installation ceremonies proper be-^ T"° “r “'“JT.; ̂ overall repaired to the spacious S.
of V. armory, which was transformed
into a dining hall, where a bountifu1
repast was spread by the Ladles. The
tables were waited upon by Ladles
Bertscb, Habcrman, Waring, Knutson
and Davis, and Sir Knights Oxner,
Dnet-"I have laoee.’’ "The
‘The deed is done." Dwarfs return to^ha
escue. Mooting Prince and Queen." Ship,
Princo— "She’s like a radiant Lilly." Forpat
children. She live* I Let Joyful praises rlngl
ACT IV.-BcwiK-Near Young King's Paloee.
"Snow While weds the Prince to-day 1" Chorus.
TheQueen fears Soow White 1> not dead. "Yet,
Th#it is Snow white."  QuMn'p fate. Snow j Kerkhof, J. B. Hadden and G. J. Pes-
White forgives Carl. IChorus, Grahd finale, Snow j sink. After supper a Short program WAS
Whit- ph»v>h p.,1 nKit.w i re0(lere(lt when all retired to their
Clothing.
O OSMAN BROTHERS. Merchant Tailors and
13 Dealers in Ready Made. Gent's Furnish-
ing GooditBpei^alty^ _
Dry Goods and Groceries. .......
— ___ — . - notice to Stwkholdere,
BEgoo5s and i:AiS3ah!n. Grodt. Eighth siert! The annual meeting of the Stock
holders of the Wolverine Electric
Light Co., will be held at the office of
the Company at 4 o'clock, p. m., Tues-
day, January 30, 1894.
J. Huntley, Pres.52-2w A. McNab, Sec'y.
te. Prince.Carl, Forest Children, and
Dwarf*.
To close with Tablean, "Wedding Scene."
Admission 25 and 35 cents.
The beautiful singing of the Forest
Children will show the excellent train-
ing ability of Miss Mae Kershner.
homes well pleased with the evening’s
entertainment.
Having a Good Business.
 Chip O’ the Did Block,” an uproar-
ious comedy, with climaxes of a ro-
mantic nature, will be presented at
Lyceum Opera House next Tuesday,
Jan. 80. The piece is brimful of wit,
humor and pathos, sparkling with
TJOOT A KRAMER, Dealer* In Dry Good*. No-
13 Uons, Groceries, Flour, Faed.eto., EighthBtwei ? , 1
\TAN PUTTEN.G. A SONS, General Deelersln
V Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery. Hate, and
Caps, Flonr, Prodoee, etc. River Street.
; br'lght dialo/u^ tuneful" music.
story. The people of
vicinity are beginning 1
cannot get any better ’
Rapids or any other p
Hopkins Is doing. Those patronizing
 Holland and 1 Specialties of a new and interesting
to see that they i kind are introduced and the perform-
caunot tret any trettef j , nee goes with a rush from start to
TJITTON NELB. Fashionable Dry Good*,8ta-
i pie and Fancy. New store In City Hotel
Block. _ _ .
Drugs and Medicines.
TtOESBURG, J O.. Dealer In Drugs and Medl-U clues. Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles. Im-
ported and DomeetU Cigars. Eighth Street.
TI7AL8H, HF.BER, Druggist and Phannacist ;W a fall stock of goods «>pertatolng to the
basinets. City Drag Stole, iflgbth Street.
Hardware.
hrm OORT. J. B, General Hardware and
V Stoves. Repairing promptly attended to.
Eighth Street.
Job Printing.
TTANTERS, JOHN D.. Ooamerelal and all
1A other Job Printing neatly executed. In En-
glish and Holland languages. Eighth Street.
Manufactories, Shops, Etc.
TT'LIEMAN, J., Wagon and Carriage Maonfae-
r tory and Blacksmith and Repair Shop.
Dealer in Agricultural Implements, River Bt.
Children Cry for
Pitcher's Castorla.
him arc sure of getting a good picture.
A successful picture is beyood all
price. A bad picture is the most val
ueless of all poor property.
Mr. Hopkins gives his personal at-
tention to the posing of all sitters and
finish. The play is not a new one,
It being in its seventh year, and comes
to this city wit an enviable prestige.
Everything in It is new. bright and
abreast with the opera, but it does
lay pretense to that dignity. There
Wheat 55 cenU.
Hudsonville is to haves new
Last week the straits were open :
days.
Y. M. 0. A. social Id
this (Friday) evening.
£
pro to Sup’t and Mn. 0. M.
in, Wednesday—a son.
jv.'g. Broene of Drentbff if
Staled Proposals.
Sealed proposals will be received by
the Common Council of the City of
Holland, Mich., until 7 o’clock p. m.,
Febuary 7tb. 1894, for six fire alarm
boxes and one register. Samples to
accompany all bids.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Holland, Jan. 24, 1894. 1-1 w
this assures them portrait* that are; jBjU8t enough seutlment in it to touch
valuable as works of art. Of course to a the heart and make it close to human
certain extent the artistic merit of a : deart a“a maKe C103e , nu“a°
portrait depends greatly upon what nature, and enough merriment to
the sitter wears, how the hair is dres- ; drown care. R. L. Scott will appear
sed etc. The following suggestions ; jn his original character of “Mage,”
bfe^f’ HopkiD9 sllould pro'e valua ably assisted by the charming soubret-
It is of the greatest importance that Miss Gladys Vann, as“Pixey” and
the sitter has the ordinary and usual others.
Fifty to Twenty per cent discount
on Silver plated ware, at
H. Wykhuysen.
Dr. Price’* Cream Baking P*w4ar
Most Perfect Made.
dressing of the hair, an arrangement
naturally becoming to the individual,
rather than a conformity to Fashion.
Ex-President Harrison appeared lo-
an Indianapolis court the other day as
one of the attorneys lo a street rail
way case. This was the first time
since his retirement from the presi-
dency.
More European immigrants are now
returning to Europe than are coming
from Europe to the United States.
This state of affaire has existed since
itober, and will probably continue
iO time. . J '
Tb^tUffPWiMcMjuaHt^ the public
school for neglected children at Cold
water is 235, of whom 203. are boys
During the past year If 7 children have
been received at the school, and 232
have bee placed In homes. There
has not been one death from conta
gious disease.
The lecture by Rev. C. H. Beale of,
Lansing, on February 16, in the Y.
C. A. course, will be on the subject:
The Man in the Saddle. Mr. G. J.
Dlekcma has heard this gentleman,
and he says that no better speaker or
lecturer has ever visited Holland and
that all who attend will enjoy the lec-
ture and agree with him after hoar-
ing it. '•
The launch at Cleveland the other
day of the new steel steamer North-
west Inaugurates a new era of passen-
ger travel on the Great Lake*. The
Northwest will> be the finest steel
steamer ever put afloat on fresh wa-
ter. She is 888 feet long over all— 100'
feet longer than the beautiful steel
steamer Virginia of the Goodrich line-
and she will have engines that will
drive her over twenty statue miles an
hour on the average. The Northwest
is to ply between Buffalo and Duluth.
By Invitation from Fonnvllle Hive
No. 358, the members of Crescent Hive
of this city took the train Tuesday af-
ternoon for Fennvllle and were met
at the depot by a delegation of ladles
who escorted them to their pleasant
and spacious hail. Here they passed
a pleasant afternoon, and at six o’clock
were invited to an elegant banquet*
such as only Lady Maccabees know
how to prepare. In the evening the
visiting Hive Joined their sisters in
regular meeting and at ten o’clock
took the train home, realizing that
the afternoon and evening bad been
passed both pleasantly and profitably.
Lake Michigan is 528 feet above
the leval of the ocean, while Lake Su-
perior is 602 feet above. The alti-
tude of several inland points in the
Admission 25, 35 and 50 cents, j state are as follows:
Reserved seats on sale at Breyman’s.
Fset.
Grand Rapids, Kent eounty ............... COS, , M I Byron Center, Keni oonnty .............. 740
The popular vignettes are best tak- The court' house building committee Blg Rapid*. Mecosta county .............. ois
eq In white or light waists with a lace | on Tuesday anwarded the contract for ; Knikoaka. Kalkaska aoanty... .............. MM
Gold and silver Watches in large
supplies, very cheap, at
H. Wykhuysen.
T1UNTLEY, A., Practical Machinist,
XI Engine Repairs * specialty. Shop




rtEKRAKEB A DE'KOHTBR, Dealers to all





. A pocket book, containing a small
sum of money. Owner will please
leave same at the post office.
ruffle or ruche Instead of a collar. ! the fixtures and furniture of the court
“Light draperies for the young.” Of , TQ()m aDd four leading offices. The
late there has been a tendency toward* 1 „omTUlHHAn rlnap ni<la wprp rp_
half length and full figure pictures of j competition was close. Bids were re-
children. There Is nothing tnatadds so ceived from the following parties:
much to the beauty and daintiness of
children pictures, as a simple, plain,
soft, clinging frock. Light draperies
give youth, and one is amply repaid
in the outcome forgiving this mutter
a little thought and care.
TXTILL VAN DEB VRBRE. Dealer In all kinds
TV of Fresh and Salt Meats. Market on
Eighth Street.
Miscellaneous.
From now on Overcoats are sold be-
low cost at
Lokker & Rutgers.
17'EPPEL, T„ Dealer in Wood and Coal. loth.
AV shingles, soli tend and eateined platter.
Corner Eight and Cedar Streets.
/-I RANDALL. 8. B.. Dealer in Fancy Notions.
\J Department and Baisar Goods and Tinware.
Eighth Street.
At Wm. Swift’s the First ward
householder gets his daily family sup-
plies!;
Garsley Mfg. Co., Chicago.
Coanant Bros. Faro. Co., Toledo, O.
Kelley Bros Mfg. Co , Muskegon, Mich
A J. Ward. Flint. Mich.
Jas.H antley, .Holland, Mich.
Grand Rapids Sebocl Forn. Co.
Ketcbam Fan. Co.. Toledo. O.
TLB. Desk Mfg. Qo.. Chicago.
A. H. Andrews A Co., Chicago.
Cassell A Ron, Peoria. 111.
Am. Offloe Fitting Co., Chicago.
Geo. L. Peterson A Co , Chicago.
Chicago Store and Office Fixture Co.




T\F. Ma AT, B., Honte, Carriage, and Sign
U Printing, plain and ornamental paper hang-
ing. Shop at reeidenoe, on Heron th St., near B
Boots and Shoes.
JJEROLD, E,rA CO.~ Dealers In Boots, and
•tore soon.
I rubber goods. Will occupy new
Physicians.
j^BKMERB, H-J^tlclnmpmd Bargrom Rest-
Office at drag b tort, Eighth Street.a.1
Scialoon^,' ,
T)LOM.O.IRiv».r Street Llqnon, Wine and
D Bo“r. Buttling Works next d«ot. Or.iere
promptly deltrured. * .
Dr. Price’* Cream Baking Powder
Worid'a#*Ir Highest Award.
DR;
“Full length and three quarters pic-
tures for laales.” Both are very pop-
ular and becoming styles and I would
suggest that all Ladies, when practi-
cal, wear skirts to match their
waists, in order that I may present
for selection both full length and vig-
nette proofs.
“Quick as a wink.” During the last
fourteen months, Mr. Hopkins has lowest $2,770, that of Kelly Brothers
scored about Fifteen Hundred Nega- 0fMu(,keK0D> After due deliberation
the fa,tt0U8 .lD ! coramUtee rejectal all bids, .ode
“Cloudy weather is favorable” to , a few reductions in the plans, and en-
successful portraiture. When the sun j tered Into a contract with the Grand
shines the photographer covers his | Rapjds School Furniture Company, for
“l9 to be completed
jictures in both cases ^re made almost ! in ninety ddys.
nstantaneously. | Qn Wednesday the furnishing and
Mr. Hopkins, studio, nyer Kantere.. nlijjngofthe metallic vault fixtures
Bros, hardware store, on Eighth St*, is >/maidered The following bids
well known to be the finest in thls iwas wnswerea. me lonowmg oms
part of the state. His work is the best were handed in:
recommend he could have. Call and Trenton mmoihc Mfg. Ca .................. Ii.mo
examine samples. hMG Gender A Ftetohka Mfg. Oo ............... LS47- - - j Offloe SptofcHyMfc Co. .................. tOOO
|,P8t. The coo tract was awarded to the
F,
Codlloc. Wexford county ................... 1.308
Coopera ril Is, Ottawa oonnty ............... 640
Ionia. loalaoonnty ......................... 040
Allegan, Alloxan oonnty ................... 70S
Plainwell, Allegan county ................. 744
Kalamatoo, Kalamasoo oonnty ...... ..... 777
Jouosrille, Hillsdale oonnty ................ 1 087
Charlotte, Eaton county ................. '... 800
Jackson, Jookson county ................. 838
Afin Arbor, Washtensw county ............ 771
Marshall. Coffionnc jflnty .................. 988
Lansing, lughsm oonnty ......... ........ 8S9
Porcupine Mountain. Ontonagon county... 3,030
Geo. H. lott, a member of the Schu-
bert Club that visited here the other
day, while in conversation at Grand
Rapids upon the musical peculiarities
of various nationalities, talked enter-
tainingly upon the musical genius of
the Hollanders. The fact that the
Hollanders do not form large musical
societies, as do the Germans, was com-
mented upon, and then Mr. lott spoke
of the fascination which the church
music, as rendered in the Holland
churches, possesetd for him. “I have,
several times heard a Holland congre-
gation in New York sing," said he.
“Their favorite hymn was that com-
posed by Luther, ’Em FestvBurg.’ The
words were translated intp the Holland
language, but is was the same old tune
and was sung by every man, woman
and child in the congregation. There
was probably not a cultivated musicKl
voice in the whole congregation, yet
the effect of that concourse of people,
iously sick with the grippe.
M. Dc Fouw of Zeeland is
take up his reeldenoa In this i
“Chip o’ the Old Block,Mat
Opera Home,
Jan. 30.
Bev. W. P. Law will hold i
Grace Episc. church Sunday
and evening. ,
Hope church social and
Rev. J. T. Bergen on Tuesday «Ti
in the church.
Bishop Gillespie conducted the
vices lu Grace Episc. church, 8
morning and evening.
Wo now are enjoying the i
stallment of winter, with the
averaging 12 inches.
Capt. R. 0. Brittain of
is in Washington, looking at!$jg
Interests of his harbor.
Mrs. A. W. Taylor, widow of
late Prof. Taylor, died at her hot
Crockery township on Tuesday of
week. : . * . «v • • '
Col. John L. Branch,, the rebel
ordered the firing of tbs first
on Fort Sumter, died tbll w«
abama.
The Walsh-De Roo MiUli
filling an .order for 600 barrels <
choicest brands of flour, to bej
dod to Antwerp, Europe.
The board of public
called upon to nominate ai
P. Winter as engineer at
works, Mr. W. having resigned
tlon as such. - - I 
Mrs. Senator F. B. Stock
proving In health, but her
slow. She will remain in
for some time to come, certainly
ing the present winter. Jf||
Over 500 veterinary surgeona
signed a paper condemning t
reins a> painful to horses and <
distortion of the windpipe to
degree as to Impede respiration.
The receipt of a letter the <
from Geo. H. Brooks, who I
here to the Gulf, seta at rest the
or that he aud all the members of I
family had met death by drowning;;
Pullman Journal: At the
annual banquet of the Chicago
Estate Board, next Thursday ei
at the Auditorium, the Rev.
gel will be the guest of Mr.
Blrkhoff, Jr. . ^
Up to the hour of going to press i
have nothing further definite to
tion in connection with the
paper mill enterprise, only that
prospects its for ultimately coming!
reasonably certain.
The clothing house of Wm.
&Oo. arenosL.
for suits of their own make^
guarantee. The offer is





der will please leave same atC AJJte-' for furnj5hing and setting mantels, an singing in unison and each frith - a
vensou s Jewelry store. and als0 for the 1|ghtjDK tIxture8 wll, , maffniflceDt earnestness’ and
he taken up^lans and designs for the i wa8 me thrilling, and fi
er yoF e^r’^w ft same lav^n sent- out to mauu- ] In readlng thc alwve wo t.
Up to noon to-day (Friday) i
had as yet been served npon
in the electric light Injui
although the order was issued
19th. The full text of
bill will be found on pagei
Cha's Tuttle, against whom
plaint was pending for st
ens, has effected a comi
theov;ner, and the
withdrawn. He is still
for the larceny of a horse ,

















is how you fee| Just pow,
sufferings arq soon forgottei
cause your blo<fd peeds the
invigorating influence of *
parilla— the S
uisc pain facturers and dealers.
. -Several applications were received
irichlng, fA.thotvwlt
i Sarsa- for tUe P°sit
if Mr. lott (k)uW have pnlyl
News.
[TUB DAY, JAN. 17, 1894.
Hand, - - Mich.
irson and Protection vs.
reland and Free Trade,
)tuas Jefferson, the third Presi-
who was regarded as the foun-
J Of the Democratic party, found
^Our Protective system under the
fact of 1789 had produced results
iter and more satisfactory than
[been anticipated, and in 1809 he
Mthat there was likely to be a con-
ile surplus after paying all the
He debt called for by our contracts,
lis sixth annual message he thus
tted his views to the Jcountry as
i best method of disposing of the
ids.
11 we suppress the Imposts (du*
i and give that advantage to for-
per our domestic manufactures?
sral Inquiry now is, shall we
Tour own comforts, or go without
•t the will of a foreign nation?
srefore, who Is now against
lo manufactures, must be for
Ing us either to a dependence
that nation, or to be clothed in
i and live like beasts in caves and
I am proud to say that I am not one
Experience has taught me that
ires are now as necessary
our independence as to our com-
m
[? President Cleveland, on the other
1, regarded a surplus of revenue
itly from President Jefferson.
, his letter of September 8, 1888, ac-
Ing the renomination of the office,
[laid:
“The surplus revenue nowremaining
>tbe Treasury not only furnishes ex-
Ive proof of unjust taxation, but
stence constitutes a separate
idependent menace to the pros-
of the people. This vast ac-
ition of idle funds represents
much money draw? from the cir-
tihg medium of the country which
ed w in the channels of trade and
President Jefferson thought it wiser
b have a surplus in the Treasury and
throughout the country.
Tveland thinks it better
surplus, and prefers an
even if his Secretary
sury has to issue bonds and
srease the national debt,
i Jefferson was not “against
manufactures." President
is “against domestic man-
,” and the distinction is Uy
Editor all.
ddent Jefferson was proud to be
i advocate of the principles embodied
the McKinley tariff. President
jveland's pride is embodied in the
Hons of the "Wilson bill. And to
iwith, there isno need for that bill,
i present tariff system had worked
11 fornearly a generation, and under
the country was healthy, and labor
M red at good wages. Under its
Icent influence the United States
diversified its industries and won
Pf>ud position as the greatest
ifacturing as well as the greatest
itural nation on the earth. From
le to time the Republican party
I revised the schedules of this tariff
Iways holding in view the proteo
; of home industries and American
-with a view of reducing un-
burdens and increasing the
Hitics of our own manufactures.
&ly this was wise statesmanship,
involved no violent change. It
Hied down nothing. It built up in-
ies, towns, cities and great in-
ktrlal centers. The effect of this
lean policy populated entire re-
added new mining and mann-
ing states to the Union, and
ir kin beyond the sea a chance
jrity with the
opp.^inlties of a
It lifted upanb improved
Ition of the farmer, for right
lines of agriculture manu-
enterprise followed, until
the mighty Rockies and
Its standard of prosperity and
the Pacific coast. It was a
/fascinating, a patriotic idea,
the face of a continent as
ing effects of the industrial
the dullness and mono-
iltural life, and opened
i for American youth and en-
in brief are the fundamen-
ich underlie the American
by the founder of the
party, President Jeffer-
X







theselgcntlemen e 8  n si
er. They believe these matters will
adjust themselves if left to
themselves. They > have uo no
tion jot the moral effect of an army of
unemployed and no conception of
the duty of a State to encourage In-
dustry, thrift and contentment. The
new tariff will pull down many home
industries and boild up none. It will
reduce the wages of miners by putting The following disedrae on the sub-
coal and Iron on the free list, and cur- Ject: ‘‘Th« Hare Ann onjod” wasdellv-
tall the income of farmers by making eretl by Rev. T. DeWld Talmage in
wool free. It will compel the manu- 1 ‘heh'!r“k,'*P
, . . . , \ , 1 sabbath, lieing based on lie text:
facturers of Iron and steel to lower TheUrt hatt ^,1 Hoir .rm.
the wages of their labor to compete ia )
with the foreign producer, and make It almost takes our brea\h away to
It necessary for every operative in a wme of the Rible imag^-y. There
! chant of paradisaical bowers, had been by the suffering victims of thiajholo-
sixty centuries pounding in the sker- caust; or into one whir-winda i uu> uu  m -wiuu tu* \/Aff
rieaof sin and sorrow, and to get her sighs of centuries of dissipation, or
Rev. Dr. TataWe Talks on the ©it, and to get her off, and to get her from the wicket of one immense prison
Wondrous Works Of God. , on the right way again will require have look upon us the glaring eyes of
more of omnipotence than it required all those whom strong drink has en-





Desire to bestow a mark of friendship
during the holiday season, go to
G. van Putten
cfc, soras
and a whole galaxy of worlds, and a bare a™oI Invammn. ana me oare ' ' '
whole astronomy of worlds, and swing “rm of poverty, and the bare am of , Klectloo from a Beautiful Lint,
them in their right orbits, as U> take domestic desolation, from which- rum , of Ladies einliroidered handkerchiefs,
this wounded world, this stranded bath torn the sleeve.are lifted up mbeg-
world, this bankrupt world, this de- gary and supplication and despair, let # . # , ,
am not , surprised that, though iq the appalling desolation,
the dry dock of oue word our world was the sight would forever
made, it will take the unsleeved arm
of God to lift her from the rocks and
put her on the right course again. It
is evident from my text, and its com-
parison with other texts, that it would
not be so great an undertaking to
make a whole constellation of worlds,
Hut no, no,
blast our vi-
sion; the sound would forever stun our
souls. Go on with your temperance
literature; go on with your temper-
ance platforms; go on with your tem-
perance laws. Hut we are all hoping
for something from above, and while
the bare arm of suffering, and the
bare arm of invalidism, and the bare
^ ^ F ls Knrv, hnldm»RK nf in mv world, this bankrupt world, mis ue- -..v. * >
textile mill to accept a lower rate ot : ^® that I have ^en f!frXe timI .troyed world, and make it as good as the bare arm of God strike the brew-
mines, our factories, and you will find
that most of the toilers laMfiTTKeir
coats offtad* t .\ejrm»8VtS^mled up.
Isi^aG saw that there must be a tre-
mVnclous amount of work done before
I getting my courage up to p
The fear of this treatment of domes- , it. Isaiah, the evangelistic Aophet, is
tic Industry has, for the moment, ac- sounding the Jubilate of our nanet re-
ted like a stroke of paralysis on our ( deemed, ami cries out: “The lA-d hath
centers of industrial activity. The made bare His holy over-
operation iteelf will reduce employ |
ment permanently, cut down wages j people o( pa.e8tiDe ti,l8 aaJ year
and lessen profits. In comparison with much hindering apparel, and when
the evil already wrought and the evil | they want to run a special race, orjlft
threatened, the good that will come a special burden, or fight a special b*t-
seems infinitesimal. Possibly a few l*e’ tbeJ" Put tbo outs*de aPPareI* M
articles cheaper. Probably some greed in °“r land* wbel1 a man proposes a, , , u j . # .u 1 apecial exertion, he puts off- his coat
and avarice punished A few theor- a’nd roll, up hi, aleeves. Walkthrough
Istl made happy. And the cost of all ^ our founderies, our machine shops, our
to the nation. Abandoned industries.
Flourishing towns and cities languish-
ing. A lower standard of living for
the American laborer.
The Wilson bill now under discus-. ... , , ,. . lir . , . . , al this world becomes what it ought to
sion at Washington endanger, the ^ ail(1 he forescc8 it in
home comf0ft> n»yf ‘.he nuCesiSties, of and accomplished by the Almighty;
millions of wage earners throughout not as we ordinarily think of Him, but
this land. It is a senseless, useless, by the Almighty with the sleeveof His
ignorant measure, and when finally robe rolled back to His shoulder: “The
adopted will arouse popular indigna- I^rd hath made bare His hol>' ‘‘'•ra-"
tion to an extent, the like of which has '.^t^Tre ,rnpres^l8 T
not been beard since the attack upon does most things. There is such a re-
rort Sumter. serve of power. He has more thunder-
.. . j | ~ .” . bolts than He has ever flung: more
lOfal and InstruniPntal Insif- light than He has ever distributed;
Minnie Louis Bingham, Teacher, more blue than that which He has
Thorough Bass and Harmony. Class ovcrarcbed tbe sky; more green than
Lessons— Instrumental, 30 cent per j that with which He has emeralded the
hour. Private Lessons, y50c., 75c., and grass; more crimson than that with81-00 ; which He has burnished the sunsets.
P. 0. — 2172. Residence, West Flow I say it with reverence, from all I can
enth street, second door from ard see, God has never half tried.School. 33-tf. ̂  ^ ea8y (Jod made the light
He did not make bare His arm: He did !
cries, and the liquor stores, and the
ch from when it started.
Arm of the Lord, awake, awake.
Put on thy nlrenKth. tho nutloas shako'
Aye, it is not only the Lord's rm ...
that is needed, the holy arm, the out- cursed bottle, from the throne! Into
corrupt polities, and the license laws, assort mmt of Gents' Wear
and the whole inferno of grog-shops all
around the world. Down, thou ac-
Aiso a line
stretched arm, but the bare arm.
There, too, stands Mohammedanism,
with its one hundred and sev-enty-
six million victims. Its bible is
the Koran, a book not quite as
large as our New Testament, which
<vas revealed to Mohammed when in
Fascinators, from 25c up to 81.50,
Infants' Silk and Woolen Hoods.
the dust thou king of the demijohn!
Parched be thy lips, thou wine cup,
with fires that shall never be quenched.
Hut I have no time to specify the
manifold evils that challenge Chris-
tianity. And 1 think I have seen in
some Christians, and read in some
epileptic fits, and. resuscitated from newspapers, and heard from some pul-
these fits, he dictated it to scribes, pit, a disheartenment, as though Chris-
Yet it is rend to-day by more people tianity were so worsted that it is hard-
than any other book ever written, ly worth while to attempt to win this
ohammed. the founder of that re- world for God, and that all Christian
ion, a polygamist, with superfluity work would collapse, and that it is
wives, the first step of his no use for you to teach a Sabbath
igion on the body. mind or distribute tracts, or exhort
a ltd soul of woman; and no P™Ver meetings, or preach in a pul-
vAbder that the heaven of the Koran pit, as Satan is gaining ground. To re-
18%! everlasting Sodom, an infinite buke that pessimism, the gospel of
serillio, about which Mohammed prom- smashup, I preach this sermon, show-
iseslhat each follower shall have in ing that you are on the winning side.
that%ace seventv-two wives, in addi- Go ahead! Fight on! "hat I want to
tion tlall the wives he had on earth, out to-day is that our ammum- i
but thlt no old woman shall ever enter tion is not exhausted: that all which opem-.l businm iu the •torefor-
Heaven When a bishop of England ba» b«™ accomplished has been only
recentlMproposed that the best way of the skirmishing before tho great A r-
ohammedans was to let them mageddon; that not more than one of
religion, but engraft upon the one thousand fountains of Wauty
ew principles from Chris- in the King's park has begun to
perpetrated an ecclesi- ’ Plny: that not more than one brig-
asticaljokelat which no man can laugh ad® the innumerable hosts to be
who lias evAr seeu the tyranny and marshaled by the Rider on the lute
Horse has yet taken the field; that
what God has done yet has been with
arm folded in flowing robe; but that
i the time is coming when He will rise
from His throne, anti throw off that
robe, and come out of the palaces of





domestic wretchedness vfluch always
appear where Ibiat migion gfets foot-
hold. It has mlfetfed across ctwti nets,
and now proposes to set up itsVUthj
and accursed banner in America\and
what it has done in Turkey it w^Bd
like to do for our nation. A religi
Our Line of
Hosiery is the most complete in the
city.
Step in as
you pass by. and we will be glad to
show you our goods. <
The NEW DRUG STORE
merly ocpu.iitxi by Dr. Win. Van Pullen
and bare all the loodicp Pat-
ent Medicines.
A Complete Stoek of Pure Drugs!
Wines aim Liquors,
for Medicinal Purposes.
-MSWir-* .......' T; .nrd or wicked that it did not got dia- 1 eyea acro»W™'-k to b. done, will
^ * - tlay sun was the word. Light- Let • , , .1 .r,- of His right
“I know an old soldier who had there be light!” Adam did not see the Tm^r! -an Y** eni>Uir- 1 T- S arm to the 1, mil it up
chronic diarrhoea of long Standing to sun until the fourth day. for, though I Africa to make a h rgedisc.pleship of arm to the shoulde.^i^-
have been permanently cured bv tak- the sun was created on the first day. it 1 lMohf,nmeda,!,sra' 1 b,sclorruPt rel^'on
ing Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and took the rays from the first to the I ,as !**? ?ak,n^ steady progress for
Toilet Articles, Sponges and i'hamoiseSkin.
mm6 dyes, etc:, etc.
Walsh, Holland, Mich. ing a fire-place for nil the nations of
, the earth to warm themselves by!
1 Yea. seven other worlds, five of them
inconceivably larger than our own.
and seventy-nine asteroids, or worlds
on a smaller scale! The warmth and
shouidei,
there, anil for the world’s nmi?
••mnpiete rescue make bare His anm
Who can doubt the result when, ue-
cording to mv text. Jehovah does His
best: when the last reserve force of
Omnipotence takes the li-ld; when the
last sword of eternal might leaps from
its sen ills >rd. Do you know what de-
cided the battle nf Sedan? The il l's
opt- thousand feet high. Eleven
hundred cannon on the hills. Artil-
lery on the heights of Givonne, and
When Baby waa sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Caatoria.
When she became Mias, she clung to Caatoria.
ssssees
remedy in this city for over seven , 1; • . • and the Van Dykes, and the Posts, and
yfars and consider it superior to any ^ unique? the Misses Hmv,ns. aml lhe Misses
other medicine now on t he market for ' ‘ ' ‘,1'' !e bl‘,/ln^ Thompkins. and scores of other men
bowel complaints. 25 and 50 Cent bot- t,,( fl',l er0 of do"J'rs- antl "armtb- and women of which the world was not
Uesofthis remedy for sale by IM.cr an(1 0u.1 of a word build- worthy there it stands, the giant of
sin, Mohammedanism, with one foot
on the heart of woman, and the other
on the heart of Christ, while it mum- twelve German batterieson the heights
bles from its minarets this stupend- of La Moncelio. The Crown Prince of
ous blasphemy: "God is great, and ̂ axony watched the scene from the
v.io 1 ^.1 » 1 . Mohammed is His prophet." Let the heights of Mairy. Hetwcen a «|U;irter^ f r ’ krea Christian printing presses at Hey rout to six o’clock in the morning and oneTeat wor Js' and ConsUnlinople keep on with their o'clock in the adernoon of September
------ . ---- - ----- » f L -fT f; "'°r ' work, and the men and women of Uod ; 2. 1MI, the hill, dropped the .hell.
When she had Children, the gave them Cartorift, ' , . , 0 ce° ac® in the mission fields toil until the Lord that shattered the French host in the
made out of the one word— “Light al . . . a . ' .n.,,. ,,r, • 1.1 ii i ... . crowns them, but what we are all hop- i valle>. lhe French emperor and the
7TZ inKfori^,nethinrnPernat„r.lfr„m 'W^^^nd of hi. ar,,v ca,e, , iii the heavens, as yet unseen, something tureu h\ the lulls.
___ _ know how much grander a solar svs- . . \ , . r .v, > • ^ • ,i • „•
tiMTi C.Ki emild h-ivo .<1 if ii i ^ stretched down out of the skies, some- >o in this conflict now raging l>e-
Manv stublKirn and aggravating cases . ... . . fi •m< tiling like an arm uncovered, the bare tween holiness and sin •'our eves are
of rheumatism that were helioml to P,ut torth ll“ ̂  *"?.• ‘"“f T, arm of the God of nations! unto the hills.-
be incurable and accepted as life o' an arm made bare! Lut this I know, , the arch demon of
legacies, have yielded to Chamber- lhat 0,1 r noonday sun was a spark } . u t,earch ,em n °|
Iain’s Pain Balin', mucli to the surprise struck from tbe anvil ol word, ami alc^'ol}SIJ1: Its | l' one ls ''h!^ an'1
and gratification of the sufferers. One that word-“Light." ,nade ° bl^ ‘«d ba'«an skulls n
application will relieve the pain and “Hut,” says some oue, "do vou not !),,e ,s‘de of, .that lhrone of sku is
suffering and its continued use insures think that in making the machinery of kl,ee *’ ,n obt‘,8an‘‘e aad worship, de- , , .
an effectual dire. For sale by Hcber the universe of which or solar svs'tem niocraty> a,ld °n the other side repub- the right da> and the right hour all
Walsh, Holland Mich • . licanism, and the one that kisses the Heaven will open its batterieson our
« uiou, jiunanu. .uicii. is comparatively a small wheel work- ; i o. i ,i i / .i .-- - . . . , j > . , . , cancerous and gangrened foot of this side, and the commander nf the hosts
From now on Overcoats are sold be- ,n. m1^ 1 ler w[.iee 's'1 mus av® despot the oftenest gets the most bene- of nnrighteou.snesa with all his follow-
low cost at cost Ood H,me exertion? ! he upheaval dic£na TUere is “ ,iudson rlver. an will surrender, and it will take
eternity to fully celebrate the univer-
sal victory through our Lord Jesus
Christ “Our eyes are unto the hills."
It is so certain to be accomplished
that Isaiah in my text looks
Special attention given to Uiecareful compound-
ing of prescription* I
Finest Brands of Cigars.
XI" For the
we have put in
I>o.stul cards an
L. KR
mmodallon of the public
full supply of stamps,
rappers.
ER.
Down here in the val-
leys of earth we must be valiant sol-
diers of the cross, but the commander
of our host walks the heights, ami
views the scene far better than
we can in the vallevs. and at
Lokker & Rutgers.
Explanation.
cost God some exertion? The upheaval
of an arm made bare?" No; we are
distinctly told otherwise. The ma-
chinery of a universe God made simply
witli His fingers. David inspired in a
dictions. There is a Hudson river, an
Ohio, a Mississippi • of strong drink
rolling through this nation, but as the
rivers from which I take my




Boxes of Ointment. A never-falling Cure for
Piles of every nature end degree. It makes an
operation with the knife or injectiots of carbolic
which arc painful and itddoai n permanent
cure, and often resulting in death, unr.eceafiary
'Vhy endure this terrible disease?
We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any
case, ion only pay for benefits received. »l
a box. 6 for $5. Guarantees IseuMbv our agents
pNSTIPATION!r«.^
th«r great LIVER an I ST< i.M u .- REGULATOR
and HLOOl) PUKIFI VR. Kina'!, mild and pleas-
ant to uke. especial v „ laptod for children's use
50 Dnaes ‘’N cents
GUAR th'TEEK issued only by
, ,  W. /. R INGS.
l- lr Gran Iville \ve. Grand Rapid*. Mloh
WHEJNr
Vou waul a WATCH that
will
0jhereis arert,justcalk;(] to my night song, says so: “When I consider , ' . .. - • v*- • ,
attention, U) the effect that I prac- Thv heavens the work nfThv finaerK ” la»Oc or the gnlf, this mightier flfxxi ... ........ j —b
tice special medicine, on Eye, Ear, etc., v I I a \ U  of sickness and insanity, and domestic down tlirough the field-glass of proph-
only. How or why this report Wits ̂ ow 1 ask’ . Vle h006, of a“ dis* ruin, and crime, and bankruptcy, and ecy and speaks of it as already
Circulated I do not know, except that hearten®d Christian workers, if God Woe, empties into the hearts, and the accomplished, and I take mv stand
special work done has lead to this re- accomplished so much with His fin- home8> and the churches, and the time where the prophet took his stand and
port, or it Was done for a purpose. gers. what can He do when He and the eternity of a multitude beyond look at it as all done. “Hallelujah,
An“.rr“.no; ̂ ionL^!^hrn,t7uwiti,s
((e&Up^lIan{e»aylor1anPoXr. It ^ Z' °£rHh1 V'f 7 ^
seems best that the current report be ̂  of lhe bare arm of God cn ° a ^ ® hasheesh of Per* Arab,an ̂  A“enca° desert
denied, and I hope that no further ex , ire arm of God. sia, the opium of China, the guavo of and Great Sahara desert, are all
planation will be necessary. I . " ;ext make9 11 plain that the rec- Honduras, the wedro of Russia, the irrigated into gardens, where
Dr. W. PARRY JONES. tifleation of this world is a stupendous soma ofMndia, the aguardiente of Mo- God walks in the cool of the day. The
Holland, Mich., Dec. 29, 1893. undertaking. It takes more power to rocco, the arak of Arabia, the mastic atmosphere that encircles our globe- - — make tliis world over again than it of Syria, the raki of Turkey, the beer floating not one groan. AH the rivers
F rom now on Overcoats are sol 1 be* took it at first A word was only 0f Germany, the whisky of Scotland, and lakes and oceans dimpled with
low Cost at necessary for the creation, but for the the ale of England, the all-drinks of not one falling tear. The climates of
LOKKER & Rutgers. new creation the unsleeved and un- America, are doing their best to stupe- the earth have dropped out of them- - hindered forearm of the Almighty, fy, inflame, dement, impoverish, bru- * the rigors of the cold and the blasts of
Itch on human and horses and all The reason of that I can understand, ializeandslaythehumanra.ee. Human the heat, and it is universal spring!
Keep Correct
Time.


























animals cured in 30 minutes by Wool- In the ship yards of Liverpool, or Glaa- power, unless re-enforced from the Let us change the old world's name,
ford’s Sanitary Lotion. This never ffovv' or hew \ork, a great vessel is heavens, can never exterpate the evils Let it no more be called the
falls. Sold by lleber Walsh, druggist, constructed. The architect draws out J mention. earth, as when it was reek-
Hollaud, Mich. 12-6m. the plan, the length of the beam, the Much good has twen accomplished inK with everything pestiferous and
capacity of tonage, the rotation of the by the heroism and fidelity of Chris- malevolent, scarleted with battle-
wheel or screw, the cabins, the masts tian reformers, but the fact remains fields and gashed with graves, but now
and all the appointments of this great ti,at there are m-ore splendid men and 50 changed, so aromatic with gardens,
palace of the deep. The architect fin- magnificent women this moment going and so resonant with song, and so
lsbes bbi work wHhout any perplexity, over the Niagara abysm of inebriety rubescent with beauty, let us call it
7"*** ~ . and the carpenters and the artisans toil than at any time since the first grape Immanuel’s Land, or Beulah, orMil-
u PPP013,1,1- onthecraftsomany hours a day, .each waa turned into wine, and the first lennial Gardens, or Paradise regained,
Clarion^Co U Pa^’ say • When^op" e^Cch^ thh lubjectThTy tL^G^Hm onf; 0^°^ g/o^w r in ’oreTer* _
try a bottle of cfamberlain’s Cough f®1, a?d is 1h,mPrng,!!^rl7 ‘l00? d^unkard8, graves, or with quick o®**’8 EtsmaL
Rl»|p<ly and they recommend it with toward harbor* "hen Caribbean whirl- tread marching on toward them. The Human love may change. The
the rest of us.” 25 and 50 cent bottles w,nds’ tbose mighty banters of the land U full of talk of high tariff and friendship of last year has grown cold,
for sale by lleber Walsh, Holland, doeP* l9pkin? out for prey of ships, low tariff, but what about the highest Ths gentleness of yesterday has turnedMich. • surround that wounded vessel to pitch of all tariffs in this country, the tariff to severity.' But it it never thus with
— .. . — - it on a rocky coast, and she lifts and 0f nine hundred million dollars which God’s love. It is eternal. Our exneri





falls In the breakers until every joint
is loose and every spar is down, and
every wave sweeps over the hurri-
cane deck as she par^s amidships.
Would it. not require more skill and
. Stern *P<>wer to get that splintered vessel off




rum put upon the Udited States in 1891, enceof it may be variable, but there
for that is what it cost us. You do not s no variablene&s in' the love. Our
tremble or fUrn pale when I say that lives may change; our consciousness j
The fact/ is we have become His love may fade out, the love ell
hardened by statistics, u and. they forever; the gentlbn*ss of/ God al
make liltle impression. But if eternal “For the mountains sha£de-
some on| could gather into one part, and hills ba rerac/edr
mighty lake all of the teara that have kindness shall not
been wruftkout^DrgtadMffeand-wid-
They keep everything that
is found in a first-class Jewel-
ry Store and at prices that
will astonish you for their
cheapness r *
- ' 17-1 y. |
Central Drug Store,
H. KREMER, M. D. . f
(One dqor east of post-office.)
Pure Drugs, Chemicals, i
Soaps, Perfumery, 
Toiht Articles, etc.
\ full line of Domestic and Imported?
PeiMriptlov cwofull? put op. ('
'>||s protnotljr inv«er*1. >tlgki or dsy
hoora. kt •itliott in j- "-Vw
W.*' ^ -W.  “ ' 1 ^rrn'y'
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FAILED TO CARRY.
It Ib Discovered That the o Salaries
Amendment Was Defeated.
Got. Rich Make* Important Dlacorrrlra—
Evidence That the Return* Were Doc- I
tored— Sensational Development*
Looked For.
SIGNS OF A PLOT.
Lansing, Jan. ‘20.— Gov. Rich has dis-
covered by calculations that have been
verified by four others that the amend- j
ment to section 1 of article 9 of the
constitution of Michigan, increasing
the salaries of certain state officials,
which had been declared carried by the
board of state canvassers, and so certi-
fied to by the members of the board,
was In fact defeated by a very decisive
majority.
The state officials whose salaries
were affected by the amendment are
the lieutenant governor, secretary of
state, commissioner of the land of-
fice, superin. endent of public in-
struction, state treasurer and at-
torney general. The latter two are
not mentioned in the amendment, thus
leaving their salaries to be fixed by the
legislature, which was done, the treas-
urer's salary being increased from $1,-
000 to 12,000 and the attorney general’s
from |2, M0, as fixed by the constitu-
tional amendment of 1889, to 18,000.
By the amendment voted on last
spring it was proposed to in-
crease the salary of the super-
intendent of public instruction
from 11,000 to 12.000, that of the secre-
tary of state from 1800 to 12,000, and
that of the lieutenant governor from
three dollars per day during the ses-
sions of the legislature to f 1,200 per an-
num. The corrected canvass involves
a return of $.r>,700 to the state treasury.
Lansing. Jan. 23.— The excitement
over the discovery of last week that j
the proposed amendment to the consti-
tution increasing the salaries of several
state officers, which the official
canvass showed was carried, but
was in fact defeated by nearly
!2,u00 majority, grows decidedly more
intense. It has been proved be-
yond all question that the amend-
ment trebling the salary of the
attorney general, which the board of
canvassers declared carried by a ma-
jority of 1,287, was actually defeated
by 403 votes. In the latter case the
evidence of deliberate altering of re-
turns was so evident that no one seeks
to dispute it One thousand was a<lded to
the vote for the amendment in Gogebic
county, making it appear that
the amendment received 1,319 votes in-
stead of 319 actually received, as an ex-
amination of the records of the county
clerk’s office in Bessemer made Monday
fully establishes. Aside from this the
vote of Gratiot county, which gave a
majority of 690 against the amend-
ment, was thrown out bodily and does
not appear in the canvass. Having
had charge of both fraudulent can-
vasses Clerk Potter is placed in a very
bad light, bnt insists that he knows
nothing of how, when or by whom the
crooked work was done. Gov. Rich is
still pushing his investigation, and it is
not unlikely that it will be followed by
a session of the grand jury ere long.
MACCABEES MUST PAY.
STATE NEWS.
Int*r«*t!ng Bit* of Information from
Michigan Town*.
Battle Creek bakers have organized a
union.
There are eleven pension examiners
in Michigan.
Kent county supervisors voted down a
good roads proposition.
An electric light plant to cost 145,000
will be erected at Kalamazoo
The Niles paper mills have made a
10 per cent, reduction in wages.
Ex-Gov. Luce is the new president
of the Branch County Agricultural so-
ciety.
DEED OF FIENDS. WARMING THE II0DSE.
Burglars Murdor an Aged Lady in
South Grand Rapids.
An Economic Method for People
of Moderate Moans.
Smothered to Death In Her Own Home
The House Kohbed of About •700-
No Clew to the Perpetrator* of
the Crime.
A CUPEL FATE.
Grand Rapids, Jan. 18.— Mrs. Miles
McKendrick was brutally murdered at
her home in South Grand Rapids
Wednesday morning and the motive
of the crime was robbery. She was 05
Salem, Washtenaw county, rejoices years old and lived In a cottage with
in the discovery of rich veins of iron
and coal
William Boyle, an old and respected
resident of Wayland, died recently of
measles.
Very few Michigan Chinamen have
yet registered. They are mostly in the
upper peninsula.
her husband, a mechanic employed in
the car shops. The husband left for
his work early in the morning, leaving
his wife alone in the house as usual
About 8 o’clock John Quartel, de-
livering groceries, called, and. en- ' ground floor has parlor the whole
The Writer Consider* Portable Furnnce*
(letter and Cheaper Than Klove* -Dia-
gram* Nhowlng Location of
Different Pipe*.
I write for fanners and people of
moderate means; the plan described is
within the reach of most people. For
economy and ease of putting in opera-
tion, the portable furnaces now made
by many reliable parties have no su-
perior. A large furnace is needed for
a large house — 42 inches diameter is an
excellent size. My house is of brick,
84x30 feet; stands north and south,
front entrance on north side; is two
stories, with cellar under the whole;
tering the unlocked door, found
Mrs. McKendrick on the floor and
On Friday, January 26. will occur the called for helP- sho wa8 hound hand
fifty-seventh anniversary of Michigan’s
admission as a state.
^1In a quarrel at Atlanta, John Munn
struck Richard Garret with an ax. Gar-
rett will probably die.
^Burglars broke into the dental office
of L. D. Woods, at Grand Rapids, and
stole over $250 worth of supplies.
By mistake Jerome Brokaw, a dealer
and foot and a large and strong piece
of flannel cloth was bound tightly
arourid her mouth and chin and around
that was wound a strong packing
twine, which was drawn so taut that it
was nearly buried in her cheeks. Her
lower limbs were tied at the ankles so
tightly that the thongs cut into her
flesh and her hands were tied at the
their utmost tension. The dead woman's
RegnlatloD* Adopted During Merabenhlp
Do Not Invalidate Insurance.
Kalamazoo, Jan. 24.— Judge Kinne,
of the Washtenaw circuit court, has
handed down his opinion in the case of
Catherine M. Fillmore against the
great camp of the Knights of the Mac-
cabees of Michigan, in which he holds
that the organization is liable for an
insurance policy held by the plaintiff’s
husband. Ariel H. Fillmore. In March,
1885, Fillmore became a member of the
order. In September, 1892, the great
camp passed a1 rule forbidding any of
its members to engage as principal,
agent or employe in the manufacture
or sale of intoxicating liqnor. In Jan-
uary, 1893, Fillmore purchased 85,000
worth of stock in the Northern brew-
ery at Ann Arbor, and in June of the
same year died.
THE RACES.
List of Dntr* for the Central Michigan
Trotting Circuit.
Bat City, Jan. 20.— The Central Mich-
igan Circuit Trotting and Facing asso-
ciation met here and agreed to race in
1894 as follows:
Fenton, May 22, 23, 24 and 25; Port Huron,
May 29, 30, 31 and June 1; Lapeer, Jane 6, 7 and
8; Caro, June 18, 14 and 13; Vassar, June 20, 21
ana 22; Flint, June 27, 28 and 29: Bay City,
July 2.3, 4, 6 and fl; Saginaw, July 9. 10. 11, 12,
‘ 19 and 20; Clio,13 and 14: Midland, July 18,
July 25, 20 and 27. There wii:
up In the circuit
ll bo 160,000 hung
In Poverty'* Last Stages.
Kalamazoo, Jam 20.— Mra Belle
Hull, who is a first cousin of Vice
President Adl&i E. Stevenson, and in
her early days was well acquainted
with Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A
Douglas, Is to be taken to the Allegan
county poorhouse. She has been sup-
ported for the last year by a sister in
Chicago. The latter Is an invalid and
nnable to further contribute to her sup-
port Mrs. Hull was born in Kentucky
in 1828. Her mother was a sister of the maine’s sister.
vice president’s father.
grains of chloral and died soon after.
Between December 1 and Christmas
11 feet of snow fell In the upper penin-
sula stopping lumbering operations.
After March 1 the pulpit of the Uni- I
yersalist church at Lansing will be
tilled by Rev. Charles Legal, of Victor,
N. Y.
George Scott, of Ivon, was stabbed
to death in Kal^ska in a drunken row.
C. H. Ferguson is charged with the
crime.
Hugh Higgins, of Almenu, who killed
Eugene Finch in a drunken brawl, has
been arrested on a charge of man-
slaughter.
At a recent election the city of
Marshall voted to issue bonds amount-
ing to 150,000 to put in a system of
waterworks.
J. B. Payne, formerly a prom-
inent business man of Burr Oak. while
despondent with la grippe, isuicided at
Waco, Tex., recently.
The body of Fritz Johnson, of Lan-
sing, the 11-year-old boy who disap-
peared from home a few days ago, was
found in Grand river.
Six miners have been killed in the
Calumet <fc Hccla mine within the past
sixty days. All through carelessness
or violation of the rules.
A tree fell on William Benton, a deaf
mute of Convis township, Calhoun
county, and crushed his skull near the
right temple. He will die.
Prof. J. M. Sill, of Ann Arbor, the
new minister to Corea, will sail for his
post of duty early in February. His
family will follow later on.
Battle Creek and Lansing churches
are talking of establishing a Church
Federal council similar to the Central
Labor union of Trade Councils.
W. W. Wederaeyer, a student at Ann
Arbor, will deliver the leading address
at a public school demonstration on
Washington’s birthday in Chicago.
The new Union school building at
Dearborn, erected at a cost of 118,000,
will be ready for occupancy February
1. It will accommodate 250 pupils.
As a result of the convention of the
Michigan Equal Sufrage association,
a local association was formed in Ann
Arbor. Sixty names were enrolled as
a starter.
Kalamazoo factories are again re-
suming work, among the latest being
the Michigan Buggy company, the
Kalamazoo Radiator company and the
Kalamazoo wagon works.
Ex-Senator Rice, of Minnesota, who
died in Texas recently, was a resident
of Michigan in his early manhood. He
was the founder of the towns of Mun-
ising, Mich., and Bayfield, Wis.
According to the latest reports, 3, 649
persons are receiving aid in Ironwood,
965 in Bessemer, and 419 in Wakefield.
The prospects are that this number
will not be lessened before May 1.
The 9-year-old daughter of Leon En-
rons, living near Port Huron, was
burned to death. Her dress caught
fire while playing about the kitchen
stove in the absence of her mother.
Hon. J. M. Longyear, of Marquette,
says that in November, 1892, there were
4,652 miners at work in the Gogebic
range, and many more surface men and
the like. Just one year from that time,
there were exactly 413 men at work, all
told.
TheMichigan Marble and Granite Deal-
ers’ association, at its annual meeting in
Lansing, elected Alexander Mattersou,
of Grand Rapids, president The next
meeting of the association will be held
in Port Huron next summer.
At Traverse City W. C. Germaine
was convicted of shooting Ellis Rams-
dell, s#n of T. J. Ramsdell, of Manis-
tee. Ramsdell paid attention to Ger-
Germaine didn’t like it
length on the west side, two rooms
and inclosed porch on east side; sec-
ond story has four chambers and bath-
room; both floors are well and thor-
oughly warmed with one 42-inch port-
able furnace.
The proper location of the furnace
in the cellar is of the first importance;
it should be in the northwestcorner, as
City Meet Mail
Wm. Van der V&
THE SEASO:
CHOICE
The Best in the Market
Cor. Eiglitli and. Fisli
dress had been ripped open in front
from the neck to the waist and her
false teeth were lying beside her (*i
the floor Her face was a purplish
black and the wide, staring eyes were
bulging from their sockets and told
plainer than words the agony of her
awful death. The only bruises found
were on her knees, indicating that she
had made a struggle for her life. Death
was caused by suffocation.
Miles McKendrick, the husband,
when he returned home was much af-
fected. He knew that his wife had
1700 or IS00 in the house, the proceeds
from the sale of some property, but did
not know where she kept it The
house had been ransacked by the mur-
derers in search of the money, and the
woman’s clothing was cut open in vari-
ous places. The police thus far have
no clew to the murderers.
Two suspicious-looking men were
seen near the house, but could not be
found later. The theory is that the
murderers knew of the money and as
soon as Mr. McKendrick left the house
they gained admission, overpowered
the woman and sought for the money.
The board of Kent county supervisors
offers a reward of 1500 for the arrest of
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the high, cold winds come from that
quarter, and there is no trouble to get
the heat to go in a southerly direction
in cold weather. After locating your
furnace, dig a hole in the cellar bot-
tom where it is to stand. 8x10 feet and
2 feet deep; wall with brick and floor
with same; this is needed to give a
proper inclination to the heat pipes,
and to keep the furnace from being too
near the floor above it. If there is an
entry in the middle of the house put a
register in the floor at or near the
north end of it; this will temper the
whole house in cold weather. Heat
pipes can be taken from the furnace
into all the rooms; these pipes should
all have dampers in them in the cellar
near the furnace, so as to control the
distribution of heat to each room as it
may be needed.
Good dry seasoned wood cut in one-
foot lengths can be used with great
satisfaction; fill the fire pot full of it,
and when once well on fire, close all
bottom drafts; leave the damper in
smoke pipe open just enough to carry
off the smoke, find it will run all day
without any further care. Such a fur-
nace can be put up complete to warm
such a house, with heat pipes and regis-
ters to every room, for 8200. My fuel
(hard coal) for this furnace and kitch-
en range costs an average of 27 cents a
day throughout the year. The cold
air is taken from out of doors on the
north side of the house to the base of
the furnace in a wooden box 8 by 10
inches; the box projects 18 inches
from the house, and has a partition in
it feet long; the sides of projection
are cut sloping, and covered with wire
to keep out vermin. By this arrange-
ment all northerly winds are caught
and conducted to the furnace; it should
have a damper in it to control the air
supply in times of high wind. We have
no use for inside doors in this house.
In a warm climate, I believe a fur-
nace in a cellar (north side) directly
under the entry, with one hot-air pipe
into the entry, will be ample for warm-
ing this house comfortably; this can be
done for 8125 or less.
Fig. 1 is cellar floor, showing smoke
pipe and tin pipes for conveying heat
to upper floors. Tin pipes are run up
each flue to the second or chamber'
floor, which added much to the cost, as
AN OFFER : Cut this out and take It to your neareat drua-
1st. If lie doe* not keep "M aoic Celery" send ui his ad-
dre*R ami exactly aliat hut told yuu, and we will Bend
you a package free of coat.
Price at the Drug Store 25 Cents.
Will Z Harob, rbarmaclit. Grand Rapid*, Mich.
Tk *•> v /V”. ' » *'
MOST POPFL’n i'h k> t i* I Mi! CF THE WEST '
hhs the cir.cvLKTiOH*
TEIRUVTH 13 V iVI All — M
DAILY (without Sunday), ̂C.OG put pxu DAILY (with Sunday), $8.00 p* fifth
7
Clo»e of the Career of C. H. Buhl, a Prom-
inent Detroiter.
Detroit, Jan. 24.— C. H. Buhl,
one of Detroit’s most prominent and
wealthy citizens, died at his resi-
dence here Tuesday after a long
illness. Mr. Buhl was a leading
merchant, manufacturer and bank-
er, being among the first to move in
the establishment of national banks
in Detroit His official life is limited
by a term of service as alderman and
one term as mayor of the city. He
was one of the wealthiest men in this
city, his fortune being estimated at
over 15,000,000. Mr. Buhl was nearly
84 years of age.
TOOK HIS OWN LIFE.
Suicide of Jes«e Hart, a Pioneer of
Michigan.
Cuarlotte, Jan. 22.— Jesse Hart, one
of the earliest settlers and pioneers of
Eaton county, committed suicide at his
home in this city Sunday morning by
hanging. He left no message for his
family assigning a reason for the deed.
He had been in poor health for several
years. Mr. Hart whs born in Portage
county, O., April 27, 1814. Up to a few
years ago, when the greater portion of
his property was divided among his
children, he was regarded as one of the
wealthiest men in Eaton county.
Newberry Uet* It.
Lansing, Jan. 20.— Corrected deeds of each room thus has its own indepen-
thx site selected at Newberry for the [ ent heat supply. There is one register
projected Upper Peninsula asylum for in entry and one in dining-room on




and shot him during one of his calls at
the house. ___ 
Electric Car* for BL Joacph.
Benton Harbor, Jan. 28.— The St
Grand Rapid* Den* Balded.
Grand Rapids, Jan. 20.— The police
Friday night made a general raid on , ,,
the gambling honses and brought the | Joseph & LaJc.e,bh°!?1 ^
inmates and furniture of At. placet to ““P"* whlch ,wU1
' railway In St Joseph this year, haa
been organised with a capital slock o!
police headquarters The places raided
were operated by Douglaea, Johnson,
Oallohan, Bonnell and Bowen, and the
number of Inmates caught was forty,
j among them some of the best known
in town.
Death of a Branch County Official.
Coldwatxb, Jan. 24.— M. B. Wake-
man, register of deeds of Branch ooun-
•75,000. The officers are: CX P. Wright,
president; J. S. Wolfe, vice president;
A. L* Thacher, treasurer, all of Chi-
cago, and secretary, S. C. Rosenberg, of
St Joseph. ....
Died In Chicago. -.
Hastings, Jan. 22.— Ex-Mayor Frank
V, died'. t'hU home in thla city Hod- Goodyear, a trareler for a ChicaRO
hJdZTaPpremw£ It i/ report^ hU^Sd
.publican politician, and waa a man w“ f°nl P'V £
hifthly respected for hii sterlins qnal- He wm a prominent Knight
itleu I o* Hyt*-1”
Death of a Well-Known Landlord.
a— James Lej
other objectional clauses of the deed
rejected last week had been eliminated,
have been approved by the attorney
general and deposited with Auditor
General Turner. This settles the con-
troversy over the location of the asy-
lum.
Fire^t Ionia.
Ionia, Jan. 2L— Ionia was visited by
a fire Saturday night, N. Kenyon's
hardware store being destroyed. It is
thought the fire originated from a gas-
oline explosion. The store was filled
with ammunition, powder, oils, etc.,
and several explosions occurred, making
it a difficult fire to fight Kenyon’s
loss on stock and building will proba-
bly reach $25,000.
Seven Year* for a Brute.
Detroit, Jan. 20.— Thomas Cleary,
who knocked down Miss Etta Clarke
December 12 and robbed her of four
dollara in money and six dollars’ worth
of other property, was convicted before
Judge Chambers and sentenced to
seven year* in Jackson state prison.
Terribly Mangled.
Durand, Jan. 2a— Train No. 178,
Conductor Burke, ran over Ray Shaw,
100 feet west of Bancroft station. The
man’s leg was out off close to his body
and his left hand at the wrist He was
dragged some distance and his face waa
mangled terribly.
Died la Chicago.-’.
Chicago, DL, Jan. 2L— Fmnk J.
Goodyear, of Hastings, Mich., a com-
mercial traveler, died at the Saratoga
hotel under suspicions circumstances
Saturday. Dr. Tollman gave hia opin-
ion that death was caused by morphine
and alcohol _
A Lawyer Bent So JalL
the west side where flues are marked;
also two on second floor west, one in
The Weekly Inter Ocean, per year, $1.00
A*  newapaper THE IIITCH OCEAN keep* nbre**t of tb* Um** la
It apare* neither pain* nor exper.ae In tecurinj ALL THE NEWS AND THE BEftT '
OF CURRENT LITERATURE.
The I V eel iy inter Ocean
la edited •specially for thore wlto n. ui  o'.nt mnll service or any other fessoff, d#
not take a dally paper. In ita cxai.i . c : rc ’.o found the week’* ntws^of tU tbs
world condemed end the cream oi tne uteiary icauraa of th: Daily.
AS A FAMILY PAPER IT EXCELS
A Supplement, Illustrated, In Colors,
of EIGHT ADDITIONAL PAGES, making in all SIXTEEN PAG EE This
ment, conUinlng SIX PAGES OP READING MATTER and TWO FULL-
ILLUSTRATIONS, la alone worth the price charged lor the paper.
THE INTER OCEAN 18 PUBLISHED IN CHICAGO, the newaand cotnmara
dal center of all we*t of the Allegheny Mountain*, and la better adapted to tbs
need* of the people of that aectlon than any paper farther EaaL
It la In accord with the people of tha Weat both In PoUtici kitd Literature.
Pleaae remember that the price M The Weekly Inter Octan IB ONLY ONB
DOLLAR PER YEAR.
By special arrangement with the Publisher of Th* h
Ocean we are able tojjffer
THE WEEKLY INTER OCEAN ) BOTH
AND
THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
FOR THE SUM OF
one dollar and iwenm-tlve cen
NOW
FIG. 2.
each chamber; in southeast room, first
floor; a register in corner fireplace
and same in southeast chamber. The
dotted lines represent first floor divis-
ion of rooms.
Fig. 2 shows portion of air box with
pointed end covered with wire net-
ting.— J. G. Williams, in Country Gen-
tleman. _
Far .Milady’* Fair Face. •
There are few women who have not
had at some time or another use for a
face powder, even thongh as • rule
they eschew anything on that order.
A violet powder which can be com-
mended is composed of wheat starch,
three pounds; powdered orris, half-
pound. Mix together and add attar of
lemon, one-eighth of an ounce; attars
of bergamot and cloves, each, one-half
drachm. For those troublesome black-
heads that so disfigure the face that
is blessed with the most classical fea-
tures the following compound works
wonderss Take kaolin, four drachms;
glycerine, three drachms; acetic acid,
two drachms, and oil of lemon, five
drops. Apply this every night and
after a few days the black specks can
be easily pressed out, or most of them
will even come out by washing with
j pumice stone
is the time to subscribe for these two papers,
will furnish you the best assortment of readl
during the winter evenings.
The
ding mat
TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.
Subscriptions received at the News office.
This offer is open to all readers of the News, that pay in advance.
1894. RESORT!
To the Farmers!
Be anra and look well tblBaaaaon to your own
inU-reat*. In buying yonr Hay Loader* and other
farming tool*.
I keep atpreannt the Rook Island Rake and
Hay Loader combined, wblob is far ahead of any-
thing yet offered In thla vloinity. It ban airaadyl
been teated. to the be*t satlaf action, by one of
onr largest farmer* lu Fillmore, Klaaa Dykbala.
He prefer* It far above the Keyitone.
Afao something new in the Hay unloadlof line,
with which you can unload your grain aa well aa
your buy* §
The American Cultivator and Seeder and Bean
Pallet Oombined. Will pall from 8 to 10 acre*
in on* day.
The American Dlak Harrow, and Pulverizer.
Alao tha North MoleWr Spring Tooth Harrow,
allateel. No loading up of dirt.
^Tbe Five-tooth CulUvator. all atael.
Land Bqllara, Ptowi, Hay Rakaa. Dauble Shov-
el and Three Shovel Cultivator*, Hay Forki and
Hay Attachment*. • 
I also keep on hand a full Hue of Buggies, Road
and Farm Wagona. and Carta. .
Particular attention la caned to my new Pat-
ent Doable True* Brace, which I now pot on all
my wagona, and of which I am tha aola propletor
for thla City. Thla U tba only true truaa brace
made. No extra charge. Upon abort notice I fill
every drder in the Wagon and Blackamlth line.
Carriage and Wagon Painting done In the moat
atiifactory manner.
At Wholesale and EetaU-a full line of Iron
and Steal. . I
1 buj aU kind* of Fura, and keep a foU Una
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City News.
1ELVEH, Editor.
to Michigan to visit her mother, and a I The Junior comnSTttee's report will
result of this visit was that although he found elsewhere.
IT, JAN. rr, mk.
the News enters up*
Volume. Hereafter
entirely at home.
\ will prove satisfactory
an arrest was made
under a city ordi-
ittingdown of timber
jteries. The details
our attention by rea-
irity to the situation
moe in question was
ihe defective. Says the
i provides for a fine of $500
i discretion of the court.
dollars is the largest
the charter allows the
i place upon any violation of
The supreme court
one case carried up from
that the oounil has no
i leave such a wide discretion
i Judge, and it is believed that
loanee would follow the decis-
That case was one in which
i of the Salvation Army were
for marching in the streets,
i the weakness in the penalty
was not the only ground on
i the ordinance was knocked out,
was discussed and is men-
In the opinion.” The late
of the city of Holland con-
, a like clause, and our present
are based thereon. In
the new charter cognizance
ten of the supreme court de-
i above refered to and this ques-
le feature left out. But our oi^
i as yet have not been brought
iity therewith, and the re-
i that it causes much annoyance
enforcement, and often han-
the municipal judiciary.
the tariff debate in the
Mr. Whiting, a Democratic
'from this state, succeeded in
, , the Wilson bill amended by
ihe tariff on barley from 20 per
to 80 per cent. “This means a
deal to our Michigan farmers
are raising barley,” said Mr.
f, “asit will compel the use
lean barley in making beer,
of letting in Canadian barley
the brewers. The New York
ran wanted to command the beer
(et by getting their barley from
la, but with this change the
market will be commanded by
west.”
low then, here is protection, pure
simple. This very argument
r by Mr. Whiting underlies the en-
i system of protection to American
tries upon which the McKinley
'is based and which the Demo-
party denounces as “robbery.”
ibtedly Mr. Whiting during the
of *92 argued to the farmers
district that a protective tariff
[“robbing” them.
The facts in the case are these: The
i Huron district is noted as a bar-
dng section, and so is Canada,
the river, where the quality
ia still superior. The Michigan
tin Mr. Fisher’s district rely
i a protective tariff in their com
Nth Canadian barley in their
tet. A “tariff for revenue
i this case would mean disaster
fi. Fisher's constituents, and he
this. Hence he repudiates
“revenue” features of the Wilson
the tariff plank of the Chicago
form, and the principles of his par-
where it affects his chances for re-
i. Nevertheless he is anxious to
“free wool” upon the sheep
nisersof a neighboring district, be-
cause protection to that industry
would be “unconstitutional” and a
Verily, here (is an object
in Democratic economics and
•eUtesmanship.
A Mother In Court.
A very interesting and somewhat
Ic case occupied the attention
Padgbam at the session of
lit court this week, involving
ital custody of a ten-year old
&r. The central figure in the
i Annie 0. Allis, at present re-
j»in Minnesota, but whose home
le was in Crockery, where
.the wife of Barney Shears,
of ex-supervisor Geo. W.
Tbe^career of the lady is a
ion of ups and downs and
i profitably utilized by a nove-
however of what would be
as fiction, will have to be
in this case, because oMu
is a small but gritty wo-
jly accomplished, a niece of
Benj. F. Butler, and proud
Ijr connections. Her par-
when she was very
lildren remaining with
less than fourteen years old she was
married to her step-brother Barney
Shears, and after a year became the
mother of a daugher, Bertha, now
about ten years old and the object
around which centered the litigation.
Annie and her husband lived on a
farm near Nunlca.* She was young,
and taken all around her life was not
a very enviable one.
About this time she was visited by
her aunt from Illinois, with whom
she again returned, leaving her child
in the care of her mother, Mrs. Shears
Sr. Annie did not return to her
husband, but it is said continued to
remember her child in more ways
than one. Having practically renoun-
ced her youthful marriage her people
re-instated her in their former favor
and gave her a thorough education.
She remained'with them until about
five years ago, when she was married
to Janie Allis, of the well-known Allis
machine builders of Milwaukee, and
they now reside on a large stock farm
in Minnesota.
Borne .;flve years after Aunie had
left her husband, the latter ap-
plied for and obtained a divorce upon
the grounds of desertion, and the cus-
tody of the child Bertha, until it had
reached the age of fourteen, or the
further orders of the court. Having
obtained his decree Mr. Shears
manied a widow lady of Nunica, with
one child, of about the same age as
Bertha. That same year grandmother
Shears (fled, with whom Bertha had
been all this time, and the stepmother
assumed the custody of Bertha.
Bertha’s new home and the treat-
ment she received at the hands of her
stepmother laid the foundations for
a new chapter in her life’s history.
Mrs. Allis had not forgotten her child,
but at various times attempted to ob-
tain recovery, going twice in person to
see her, but without avail. Finally,
about half a year ago, Mrs. Allis was
informed by letters from that locality
of the unkind treatment Bertha was
receiving at the hands of her step-
mother, and having the full sym-
pathy and co-operation of her husband
in the matter she came to Grand
Rapids to take such legal steps as
might be necessary to obtain posses-
sion of her child.
In due course of time a petition
was filed in the Ottawa circuit to have
the decree of divorce, awarding the
custody of Bertha to the father, so far
amended, as to transfer this custody
to Mrs. Allis. The prayer of the pe-
titioner was strongly resisted by
the parents having custody, and
as might be surmised a good deal of
family and neighborhood feeling was
aroused and manifested all through
the trial this week. Witnesses on
both sides were pre^nt in ‘large
numbers. The issue involved before
Judge Padgham was, considering the
treatment the child was receiving of
the step-mother and the surroundings
and relative condition of the respec-
tive parents, who would be the suit-
able person for the custody of the
child, her Interests being considered
first and paramount. The trial was
attended by the several parties inter-
ested, including Bertha, and her
mother and husband. The attorneys
were Mr. Bundy of Bundy & Travis
of Grand Rapids In behalf of the pe-
titioner, and W. I. Lillie for Mr.
Shears. At the close of the testimony
Wednesday afternoon Judge Padgham
granted the prayer of the petitioner
and restored Mrs. Allis in her natural
relations as mother of Bertha. It was
not without considerable feeling that
the father, reluctantly, submitted to
the decree of the court and the forci-
ble separation from his child.-- —  
For tb« Holland Cm Nxwa.
Annual Report of the Young;
Woman’s Christian Associa-
tion for the year ending;
Deo. 25, 180a
During the year meetings have been
held on Monday evening of each week
with an average attendance of 47.
The gospel meetings have been led by
the active members, and also by some
of our sustaining membeas. to whom
we are very grateful for the interest
they have shown in our behalf.
Thirty-eight new names have been
added to our list. We now have 46
active, 43 associate, and 44 sustaining
members, making a total of 133.
We began the year in the Ranters
block, hut on account of its growth,
the society needed larger quarters, and
the lease expiring in March we deci-
ded to rent the rooms in the third
story of the new Bank block. Busi-
ness men in the city have materially
aided us in doing so and to them the
financial success of our association is
largely due. The new rooms were
opened the second week in August;
reception given was a very pleas-
ant and profitable affair.
The convention In Ionia was atten-
ded by two delegates, who gave us
very interesting reports of the work
being dbne for the Master in other
places.
The Y. W. C^A. during the year
financially aided Mr. Moody in his
evangelical work in Chicago and gave
donations for a Christmas box to Miss
Lizzie Cappon in -China, while city
mission work by the girls was not
lected, bringing comfiuCand re
to t^eneedy and desjj^^ The
as-
We have remained In touch with the
foreign fields through the letters re-
ceived from our former President Miss
Cappon, and listening to the interest-
Ingaddresses given us by Mrs. Peeke
and Mrs. Oilman, missionaries in Ja-
pan.
Our membership has never been so
large, and the meetings are very well
attended. Eleven associate members
have become active during the year.
We hope that the moral and spiritual
influence which the society has upon
the girls of the city may repay those
who have taken an interest in its wel-
fare.
The good we have received we wish
to impart to others, for we feel that
“Freely wo have received, freely
should we give.” We expect in the
near future to have our reading rooms
open to the girls of the city every af-
ternoon from two to flvo o’clock.
Several of our members were marridd
during the year but still remain sus-
taining members. > ^
While we rejoice fo^ all the bless-
ings we have received, we mourn the
loss of our beloved member Grack De
Vries, who was unexpectedly called
from this earthly career to a better
home. This makes the first broken
link during the elghtyears of the asso-
ciations existence. We hope and pray
thather death may be the means of re-








From former tr»«nrer ................... S 7 51
Monthly fees ............................. 87 7S
SnatalntBg members ...................... 44 00
For fnrnliblng new nome ............... 73 5fl
Forneworgen ............................ 79 75
From Prof. Ferris' lecture ............... 5 00
W. C.T. D.. room rent ................ 10 00
Donetlon. Miss Roie ..................... 10 00
Total. *317 60
DI8BU HSEMEN’TS.
Neworgnn ............................... $ 79 75
Rent. Kantere’ block ..................... 56 25
Rent, bank block ..................... 75 00
SUte work ................................. 10 00
Furnlihli* room ......................... 62 60
Organ .................................... 5 00
lucid— tall .............................. 18 97
On bsnd ................................. lo 03
*317 60
You will notice from the above that
the society has bought and paid for a
new organ, furnished the parlors ele-
gantly, and has money in the treasury
to pay for our State work for the en-
suing year. We have paid our rent up
to Jan. 1st, 1894, and are entirely free
from debt. For this we are in a great
measure indebted to the citizens of
Holland and friends of our association,
who have so kindly and
iven us their su
I generously
pport. We hope to
future as they have
g
help them In the 
helped us In the past In the good work
we are trying to do forour city. I trust
this has only been a beginning, and
that the Young Woman’s Christian
Assodation of Holland will grow in
numbers and will bear fruits fitting as





Y. M. C. A. Annual Meeting.
The Young Men’s 'Christian Asso-
ciation held Its annual meeting at
Bergen Hall, Monday evening. The
meeting was called to order by Presi-
dent J. C. Po«t and Rev. H. G. Birch-
by opened with prayer. E. P. Ste-
phen was appointed secretary pro
tern.
Treasurer Wm. Brusse presented
the financial report of the association,
which was adopted. The general sec-
retary’^ report was not ready, hut
Would >-e. furnished in time for pub-
lication.
The meeting then proceeded to the
election of directors in place of J. C.
Post, Geo. W Browning, Geo. J. Van
Duren, W. A. Holley and II. J. Lul-
dens, whose -terms of office had ex-
pired. J. C. Post, Geo. W. Browning.
B. Steketee. Dr. J. G. Huizinga,
and Geo. J. Van Duren were elected.
A vote of thanks was extended to
President J. C. Post for his very libe-
ral donation of $882.00 to the associa-
tion.
E. P. Stephen, Sec. pro tern.
TREASURER’S REPORT.
BERGEN HALL BUILDING ACCOUNT.
Dr.
-y. Hunllsy, Joarpentlng oonlraot... 12,503.00
P. OsstSog, mason contract ...... . 1,777.00
P. Konlng. excavation ..... .. .....
R. Warsham. stone entting. . .....
W. K. Johnston, arahltwt. eto... . .
T. Van Landegend, plnmblng. sta. ... 125.00
Boolt St Bohn arm ao. ooantsrs, etc.. .. 140.00
El so trie Wiring and flxtnroa . . .... 83.00
Tokal, ...................... .. ... •5,029.08
Cr. *
J. O. Post, subscription ........... . 1882.08
Othtr subscriptions ....... ..... J. 060.00 >
Mortgage loan ........... ..... .. . 8,000.00
Bel. of rent .................. \ .....




1st on Mortgage.... ....... ....... . t 180.00
Issarsace, 2 yeai-t........ ........
BaL orsdiUd as above. 86 00




General saaratary ... ..........
year we feel encouraged. Much has
been accomplished, more than we had
dared confiemplate at the outset.
The young men of the city have
taken a great Interest in this organi-
zation and have realized that they
are deriving benefits from it that they
could obtain nowhere else. The read-
ing room has been well patronized.
The magazines, and weekly and dally
papers arc being read with much in-
terest and note few have said that
were there no reading room they
would nothave much chance to find
out what was going on In ihe world
at large. The Sunday afternoon gos-
pel meetings have also been very well
attended. The services are purely
gospel In their nature. The boys form
pleasant associations, and find a hear-
ty welcome. The leaders have been
taken from the various ranks of life,
and every one has made it a point to
hold up Christ before the youn
men, urging them that they shoul
follow Him, accept his precepts, and
by his aid live upright.
Our socials have likewise proved a
a success. A good program, refresh-
ments, plenty of handshaking and a
leasant social hour were Its special
eatures.
STATISTICS.
Membership— Active, 60; associate,
80: withdrawn, 15; left the city, 10.
Attendence at Sunday meetings:
Jan. 191, Feb. 379, March 477, April
542, May. 241, June 96, July 88, Aug.
125. Sept. 265, Oct. 513, Nov. 483, Dec.
607.
Attendance at reading room: Jan.
632, Feb. 978, March 1,178, April 1,460,
May 760, June 355, July 222, Aug. 356,
Sept. 426, Oct. 1,137, Nov. 1,397, Dee.
1,680.
Attendance at socials: Jan 30, 250;
Feb, 28, 200; March 22, 200; April 17,
130; April 27, 250; June 21 160; Nov. 1,
150.
Now a word as to its future. We
enter the new year with more exper-
en ce, more zeal, more hope. There is
a bright outlook before us. Our desire
and aim is the spiritual, moral and
physical welfare of the young men of
this city; certainly that is a noble
work. But we cannot do this great
work alone. We must have the hear-







VAN DEn VEEN BLOCK,
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
Fair Premiums.
The Board of Directors of the South
Ottawa and West Allegan Agricul-
tural Society will meet all those that
have been awarded premiums at the
late Fair, on Welnesday, January 31,




Holland, Jan. 10, 18W. 51-3w.
mmT
If you will pick up all the old gold
you have, such as Lace Pins, Ear
Drops, ola broken Rings, Gold Pins,
Clasps, etc., and bring them to L. P.
Husen, between now and Feb. 10, I
will make them into a lively plain
band Ring for 25 cents, or, engraved
band for 50 cents.
Remember that the time isfylimited.
Hence, do not delay.
L. P. Husen.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 5, 1894.
Buckingham’s Dye for the Wiskers
is the best, handiest, safest, surest,
cleanest, most economical and satis-
factory dye ever invented. It is a
gentlemen’s favorite.
Ayer’s Pillsareconstantly advancing
in the estimation of those who use
them. They improve the appetite
promote digestion, restore healthy ac-
tion, and regulate every function.
They are pleasant to take, gentle in
their operation, and powerful In sub
fjulng disease.
During the next Thirty Days we will
sell at greatly reduced prices: Dress
Goods, Flanels, Cloaks and Jackets,
Quilts, Shawls. Horse Blankets, and
all articles found In a well assorted
Dry Goods store.
4-5 tf Notieb & Verschube.
Dr. W. Parry Jones.
Physician nnd Surgeon.
(Sncc®BBorto Dr. J. G. Hulieoga.)
Office— New building of Holland
City State Bank, cor. Eighth and Riv-
er sts. Rooms— New City Hotel.
CHICAGO
Not. 10 1993.
AMD WE»T MICHIGAN ITT.





“ Han and Pent-
water ...........
“ Manistee








1 26 910•6 00 p.m.
a.m. a.m.p.m.
•6 00 8 10 126 640










E, VANDERVEEN, Hardware, Holland, -Mich.
40
Pounds of Flour and 12 pounds
of Bran and Middlings giv-
en in exchange for one bush-
el of Wheat.
Unequalled facilities for grinding grists of Rye, Buck-
wheat, Corn, Oats, and Barley.
The Walsh-De Boo Milling Co.,
Standard Boiler Mills. Holland, Mich.
OPERA HOUSE








..... ___ . .
•Dally, other trains week days only.
Janitor ......... 67.96
Reading matter, printing, current.. .. 516.20




Membership dors ..... ..... .1. $367 89
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New Edditlon of the
Famous Comedy
CHIP 0’ THE OLD BLOCK.
With R. 8. Scott, Miss fcladft Van,











Y. JVf. Cs A Course.
Lecture by
REV. J. T. BERGEN,
On Thursday Eve., Feb. 1.,
THE COURSE WILL INCLUDE
I. . Lecture, by Rev. J. T. Bergen.
II. Concert, under direction of Prof.
Campbell. . f
III. Lecture, by Rev. C. N. Beale.
IV. Concert, by popular Grand Ha^
Ladies Qnartette.
Tickets for cours^ with rcser
Dollar, i
ADDITIONAL LOCAL.
Dr. N. M. Steffens will lead the Y.
M. C. A: gospel meetings Sunday af-
ternoon. _
It Is reported that all the C. & W.
M. engineers are being examined for
color bllndnMs^ _
The Filter stave factory In Milwau-
kee was damaged by fire the other day
to the amoubt of 12,000.
Ho trace has been found as yet lead-
ing to the murderers of Mrs. McKen-
dricks of Grand Rapids. The rumor
during the week that two men, sup-
posed to be the guilty parties had been
arrested near Saugatuck, proves to
have been unfounded.
Tickets for the Y. M. C A. lecture
course are only 11.00. The series In-
cludes two lectures and two concerts.
See notice In another column. The
first in order will be the lecture by
Rev. J. T. Bergen, on Thursday even-
ing next, In Lyceum Hall.
Richard Wren Is the oldest and one
of the most popular conductors on the
C. &W. M. Last Saturday he com-
pleted a thirty years service on Michi-
gan railways, and during all this time
Wren has never had an accident on
the train under his charge.
Some good pointers have been hand-
ed in by photographer Hopkins, for
the information of those that desire
first-class photos. See another column.
Mr. H. does not claim too much when
he says that as good work is done in
his gallery as anywhere In the state.
Geo. II. Painter was hung at 8:04 this
(Friday) morning at Chicago, for the
alleged murder of his mistress. Cor-
nelius M. Steffens received the follow-
ing telegram:
Cnicioo, Jan. 26. 1804.
0. M. frlTOTEiCB. IloUaud, Mich.
Tho Governor ha* refused my application.
Geoboi. H. Paisteh.
The message came too late for Mr.
Steffens to take the midnight train for
Chicago, and hence he was not with
Painter in his dying hour.
N. Kenyon, formerly of this place,
but at present engaged in the hard-
ware business in Ionia, had his stock
destroyed by an explosive fire Satur-
day evening. He had been ill for
some weeks and visited the
store for the first time that day.
The clerks had just locked up the
store and had been gone only a few
moments when a loud report was
heard and the whole front of the
block was blown out, presumably by a
discharge of powder or gasoline. The
loss is placed at $25, 000, partly in-
sured.
Prayer-day for colleges on next Wed-
nesday will be observed in this city by
a union service in the forenoon, at
which addresses will be delivered
by Revs. J. Van Houte, H. G. liirch-
bv, and H. E. Dosker. In the after-
noon, at two o’clock, an address by
Rev. J. T. Bergen, to the students:
and in the evening, at 7:45 o, clock, a
lecture by the same gentleman, to the
students of the Western Theol. semi-
nary, on “Apostolic Preaching.”; : All
these services will Ik? held in the First
Ref. church. The public are invited
to be present.
- —  
Capt. A. J. Clark, who had been
sufferingfrom consumption for the past
two years, died Wednesday, aged 02
years. He had been a resident of this
city for 35 years, coming here from Ra-
cine in 1859. At that time he sailed
the scow Three Bells, of which he was
also the owner. The best years of his
life were spent on the Lakes.' Later he
followed ship caulking and was also for
a series of years depti^ sheriff, and
dep. U. S. marshal. /HeTeHT^rtwo
sons and five daughters, his wife, nee
Erutha Hopkins, having preceded him
in death some six years. The Captain
r-was borne to the family resting place,
in the cemetery south-west of the city,
on Wednesday, Rev, W. P. Law of Al-
legan officiating at the funeral. The
pall-bearers were Peter and Frank
Slooter , Frank Van Ry, H. Vechter,
Geo. Ballard and Ed. Vaupel.
Mrs. G. J. Pessink and daughter sign it. We t,hlnk the department
Katie have been visiting with former’s would feel proodof acting upon such
wtw n of Tiovnn ,a statement/ The thing sapws too
brother, C. Glerum, at Grand Haven. plaln]y how the department
Prof, and Mrs. J. W. Beardslee en- , was to knife an old soldier They
tertalned a party of friends at their waited and watched a long time for a
homo on Twelfth stroct Tuesday rea^°,n 10 remove Mr* Mountford, buthome on Twelfth street, coujd not fln(1 a valid one, so Uiey ac-evening. [cepted an excuse. Two proroioent
Dr. J. A. Mabbs received a visit democrats here had written to con-
thiR wwir fmm his brother William i gressman Richardson before Mr. Dav-
this week from his brother William, [son’s statement went in that theof-
formerly of this city, btt now a^ resi- flee was properly conducted and that
dent of Illinois.  they could see no cause for a change;
but It .availed them nothing.
Annual Statements.
The law requires every corporation
annually, in the month of January, to
make and file a statement of its finan-
cial condition. Among those received
at the office of the county clerk so far,
are the following:
ZEELAND BUICK CO.
Capital stock ............. $50,000
Capital paid In ............ 50,000
Real estate, val ue ......... 11 ,594
Personal estate, value ..... 21,087
Debts ..................... 11,920
Credits .................... 6,057
The stockholders are the Veneklasen
brothers, eight in number.
ZEELAND FURNITURE MFO. CO.
Capital stock .............. $30,000
Capital paid in ............ 30.000
Real estate, value ......... 19.000




Schram, J. Boone, R. Veneklasen. Mrs.
Dr. A. Baert, J. De Kruif, J. Spyker,
C. Van Loo. Mrs.' J. Wabeke, Mrs. G.
Van Tongeren, Gilles Wabeke, P.
Benjaminse, Jobs. Pyl, J. J. Van den
Bosch, R. DeBruyn, II. Derks, G. Kep-
pel, A. Kampen, A. Vereeke, II. Van
Noorden. F. Boonstra, T. G. Huisin-




Opinions from fruit growers differ as
to whether the warm weather has
caused sap to start in the peach trees.
It Is not probable that in any orchard
they have yet started sufficient for in-
jury, but steady cold weather from
now until the middle of March Is need-
ed to insure their safety —Commercial.
Mrs. Belle Hull, an indigent widow
of this place, who attracted some at-
tention by reason of being a flrSt cou-
sin of Vice-President Stevenson, has
lately become wholly Incompetent to
care for herself. Her mind, which has
been weak of late years, seems to have
failed her utterly and she now requires
constant attention. She has been
an
re-
The Democrats here begin their an-
nual clamor for the organization of a
new party. This Is In keeping with
their well-Tcnown tactics. Four years
ago we had a P. of I. ticket, and they
stradled It: and at the last election It
was the People’s Party. “Anything
to beat Grant.”
J. C Bishop of Agnew was in town
Tuesday.
Mrs. Dennis is visiting her daughter
Mrs. Joe Peck.
R. D. Bacon’s boys are recovering
from what was supposed to be diph-
theria.
Allen Volmer Sundayed with his
brother Frank, at the residence of S.
Mountford.
Judd Harris of Agnew was In town
Tuesday selling canned fruit put up at
bis place. Mr. Harris runs a small















Sheriff Keppel was in town Thurs-
day.
John Cook, of Grand Haven was here
on business, Tuesday.
A. Thompson Is suffering from an
attack of rheumatism.
Jp. J. Pmim,' supervisor of Spring
Lake, was In the city Saturday. Q
Pros. Atty. Chamberlain of Muske-
gon was in the city Saturday.
County treasurer Pelgrlm made this
city a brief visit Thursday.
Architect W. K. Johnston of Chicago
was in the city Thursday.
G. J. Dlekema was in Lapsing and
Detroit, the first part of the week.
Geo. Hunt of Traverse City Snn-
dajed with friends in the city.
P. H. Wilms took tho train for
Grand Rapids, Tuesday.
• Mayor Bloecker of Grand Haven rpg-
A fctered at the City HoUil Saturday.
I Ex-Senator A,. O. W|eeler off Manis-
tee was the guest of |r. J. ^Dlekema
Friday evening. sW
supported for the last half year by
allowance of ten dollars per month
ceived from her sister who lives In
Chicago. Her sister Is an invalid and
unable to care for her or contribute
father for her su pport . and the old la-
dy, who is a first cousin to the Vice-
President of the United States, and in
her younger days the familiar friend
of Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A.
Douglas. Is likely to end her days in
the Allegan county poor house, whith-
er they propose tajeing her.
Open winter weather, such as we
have been having for a month past, is
a bad thing for Saugatuck harbor.
When the hills near the mouth are
bare the high and prevailing westerly
winds carry immense quantities of
sand Into the river channel.
The steamer Douglas, which only
three years ago was rated by the In-
land Lloyds as Al, was sold at mar-
shal’s sale recently for less than $4,000.
She cost over $20,000.
Grand Haven.
Rev. L. M. S. Smith died Tuesday
morning, aged nearly 80 years. He
come to Spring Lake in 1848 and was
the first postmaster of that village.
Id 1802 he became the pastor of the
Presbyterian church of this place.
Later he published and edited the
Grand Haven Union. He also held
the positions of Ass’t revenue collector
and’ postmaster. The deceased leaves
a widow and two daughters.
A Y. M. C. A. was organized here
Sunday afternoon with the following
board of directors: J. D. Duursma,
F. Albers, Prof. Estabrook. John Vau-
pell, Peter Klaver, C. N. Addison, J.
J. Bolt, P. Ver Dulo, II. Dornbos, N.
I. Beaudry, T. Knight and S. M.
Wright.
Mrs. Frank Fisher, an old resident
of this city, died Thursday of last
week, aged 73 years.
Chas. Beach, an Inmate of the coun-
ty jail, and convicted at the last term
of court of Indecent exposure of per-
son, tried to commit suclde while a-
waiting to be taken to the Detroit
House of Correction. Beach said that
he would never serve the sentence and
nearly made tho threat good Friday
morning, by an attempt at suicide.
>r
Capt. Dell Huff and wife of the Sal-
vation Army are visiting Mr. IPs fath-
er here, and expect to hold some meet-
ings. The Wesleyans are also holding
meetings nearly every night in church
and the Free Methodists in the school-
house. So if t imes are hard, they are
nevertheless lively.
Mr. Buchanan has the rheumatism so
had this winter that he can hardly get
out. He is confined to his bed part of
the time.
Ida Gilbert has had to discontinue
her studies at the city on account of
her eyes.
N. W. Ogden bought a car load of
the Homestead Fertilizer, to be deliv-
ered in March. If the people here on
the sand will only use plenty of this,
their crops will he immense.
Miss Molly Richard went to Grand
Rapids Monday to visit her sister.
Some of the young men from the
city and elsewhere must enjoy our
dances here exceedingly. But they
should not get drunk and make a dis-
gusting exhibit of themselves.
Al. Dolph got a letter from his son
Bert stating he was grandpa. Cigars
received were excellent.
Wilbur Cochran came out to the
dance and returned to Grand Rapids
Monday.
Allegan County.
Charles E. Whitney of Plainwel),
through his attorney, has served out
a writ of certiorari in tho Circuit
Court to review and set aside the ac-
tion of the Board of Supervisors in or-
dering an election Feb. 19 on the local
option question. The return day is
Feb. 5. The Board of Supervisors’ re-
cord shows that the petitions were re-
ferred to a committee instead of the
whole board No nay or yea vote is
recorded, and there Is nothing to show
that a majority of the board voted for
the resolution. No matter what the
circuit judge decides the case will be
carried to the Supreme Court. It is
asserted by the friends of the local op-
tion movement that these certiorari
proceedings were simply started for
the purpose of discouraging and de-
feating it at the polls.
A. L. Coates of Fennvllle has made
arrangements for putting In an elec-
tric light plant at that place. The
Allegan Electric Light and Power Co.,
have the contract for putting in the
plant and furnishing the material.
You may lest nights if you will
take “Adironda,” Wheeler’s Heart
and Nerve Cure, it contains no Opium
orMorphine.
Don’t forget to ask for prices on
Ovroais. M, underdoing;




At cost, at Notier & Versciiure.
\ Million Friends.
A friend in need is a friend indeed,
ami not less than one miliou people have
fnund just such a friend In Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption,
Coughs, and Cold.— If you have never
used this Great Cough Medicine, one
trial will convince you that it baa won-
derful curative powers in all diseases
of Throat, Chest and Lungs. Each
bottle is guaranteed to do all that is
claimed or money will be refunded.
Trial bottles free at Heber Walsh’s
Drug store. Large bottles 50c. and
81. GQ. ' 28-ly.
Poor Big SBtswiMS
Having the needed merit to more
than make rood all the advertising
claimed for them, the following four
Testimony of en Expert. *
“The doctrine of the survival of tho
fltteat,” said Jolterhead, “applies to
everything except turkeys."
“Ever raise turkeys for the market?"
inquired Ninny hammer.
“I never havo."
“Well I have, it applies to turkeys."
—Chicago Tribune.
Willlf»*ii Great Effort.
Willie Twickenham (who has been
admitted a few moments to his mother’s
afternoon tea)— Bay, I’ve just thought
of a splendid conundrum. Why is all
the silver here to-day like our new
man?
The Guests— Oh, why, Willie?
Willie(triuraphantly)— 'Cause they're
both hired.— Truth.
Unfair to Dor Pap*.
No child likes to see her own father
slighted, hence this story.
“Well, Molly," said her father, who
is a militia colonel, "did you see the
marching up Broadway to-day?"
"Yeth," said Molly, “and I was real
mad, papa. They might havfr let you
have a drum to play on, same aa those
others had."
They Didn’t U»e Alacrity.
"Are you a good, plain cook, Mary?*’
asked the lady of the house of the tenth
applicant for a position.
“Yes, ’urn."
"Are you quick with your work? Can
you clean with alacrity?*'
"Yes, ’um, I guess so," replied Mary,
doubtfully. Then in a burst of con-
fidence she said:
“You see, mum, I don’t know ranch
about alacrity. In me last place they
always used sand and soap for scour-
ing and cleaning."
Wanted to See Holla Jump.
Bobby (who has been sitting patient-
ly half an hour)— Mr. Boomer, I wish
you would pop the question to Bella.
Bellor— Robert, you naughty boy,
what possessed you to make so pre-
posterous a remark?
Bobby (sulkily)— Well, anyway, ma
said if he did you'd Jump at the chance,
and 1 want to see you jump.— Tcxaa
Siftings.
Laaralaf Society Way*.
Congressman Wayback — What do
these letters on this card mean?
Secretary— That means that the lady
is at the hotel, and would like to have
you cadi.
Comntetman Wayback — Certainly,
certainly, with pleasure, just as soon
as I oan get ready. Send her my card,




He cut open the veins of his wrist and
when discovered by the Sheriff was
nearly dead from loss of blood. Dr.
Reynolds was called and stopped the
flow. Beach could not have lived many
minutes longer if the bleeding had
not been arrested.
Jacob Baar, the newly appointed
oostm aster, Is the only enthusiastic v
democrat at 4arge in this section of[/
the county. \
remedies have reached a phenomenal
sale. Dr. Kings New Discover
Consnmptlon, each to be guarani
Electric Bitters, the great remedy for
Liver, Stomach and Kidneys. Back-
len’s Arnica Salve, the best in the
world, and Dr. King’s New Life Pills,
which are a perfect pill. All these
remedies are guaranteed to do just
what Is claimed for them and the deal-
ers whose names are attached herewith
will be glad to tell you more of them.
Sold by Heber Walsh, Holland and A.
De Kruif Zeeland Mich.
KAONincEifT taaixiko. aud mark R P- D Q.— N. Y. Weekly
Lmrntrwt from Exyarteoo*.
“Do you believe," he said, as he ten-
derly stroked fie? hair, “do you be-
lieve that a deep, abiding Ic^ro like
ours can ever die out?"
“Not now, George, I don't,* ahe-ve-
spe ruled. "But it ahraya did in my
previous engagement*. •’—Chicago Rec-
ord.
InBstwn.
Oustcrne? — Among other items
on this bill you've got "foerand a hall
hours’ work.” Yon worked Just ex-
actly fear hours by the sleek
Paperhanger - Yes, si* tut H took
me half an hour to make out the hQL
—Chicago Tribune
West 01 h
E. Brown of this township found
some chickens that he had lost in
Carolleus Tuttle’s coop, and the next dy, l can recommend to all. I have
day Tuttle went out riding with the also seen it used for whooping cough,
Carlton Cornwelll, foreman of the
Gazette, Middletown N. J., believes
that Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy
ould be In every home. He used it
or a cold and it effected a speedy cure.
He says: “It is indeed a grand remo-
sherlff. I with th« best results.” 25 and
Luke LoVifig - of Unison made our cent bottles for sale by Heber Walsh,
village a call TuesdajS. Tuttle & Co. Holland, Mich.
have been making a- ralcDOQ Mr. Low- '
ing’s land and cot up soidh valuable
timber into steam wood, frobably
this matter will receive attemift0*
soon as the chicken business is
of..
We hav? made some inquiry as'
who the parties are that signed th5
statement sent ta the department




Tee Best Salve in the world tor
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt-
Rheum, Fever Sore. Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains Corns, find all skin
ruptlon. and positively cures Piles,
no pay required, jit is guarantee d
rfect sat'jiaction, or money
L
Attendaut— That right avm of j
mom to b« terrible powerful, da,
pared to your loft am.
| Bather— Yeoc you aoo Pve done the
carving at my boarding boooe lor the
laeteeven yearn— Poek
~ SMMwh*« ranteantaU.
“So you need to be in bneinen lor
yourself, eh?*’ asked the business man
“How does it. happen you are looking
for employment?"
“1 guess I wasn't up to budneae
ways," answered the plain pact
“Every time I failed I made a failure
of it"— Indianapolis Journal.
TwoCaaft
Mrs. Nuwed— I want tctconfeeei
thing *0 y dearest
my age; it is
Bolllo-1 wfch 1 didn't Rhe candy.
Mamma— Why, BoDtef
Rollie-Why, because then X suppose
people would giro me lots of it— Har-
per's Young People.
Fear Mae.
“Yes, Jodder is somewhat erom and
disagreeable, but he is a constant suf-
ferer from salt rheum."
“I know that but I’d rather have his
rheum than his company."
h Lsttiag Off Bfar rscllaga.
The tntifl was mad. sad s frown she wors,
Whea her mother reproved her with i
How Ow lodoetrloos loseet Acquired ltd
Queer Nanis.
The foot that tho “parasol ant" ai
the West Indies has grown to be such
a pest that tko government of Trinidad
has hod to adopt appropriate legisla-
tion against its ravages draws atten-
tion to the remarkable habits of the
little creature. It has been definitely
determined that they do not cut the
circular bite out of tho leaves that
they boar away so like a parasol over
their heads, for tho purpose of eating
them, or for nost lining, as has been
suggested. These bits of leaves are
simply wonted as the soli on which to
cultivate a certain sort of fungus that
they food upon; ond tho ants areae
expert in its culture os any market
gardener of Paris In the growing ol
his bolovod mushrooms. A neet of
these tiny agriculturists has thus been
described by tho director of publla
works of Trinidad, who has had them
on his study table: "Eooh forager
dropped his portion of leaf In the ne*L
and It was taken up by a small worker
and carried to a dear space to
In cleaned. It waa then taken
in hand by the large workers, which,
after licking It with their tongue*, rw
dosed It to a small, blask ball of pulp.
Theos balls wert buOl on the tdge ~
the already formed fungus bed,
slightly smoothed down. The __
surface was then planted with portkoa
of the fungus brought from other
ports of the nefi Each piece to put hi
separately, and the ants know exactly
how fir apart the plants should be. If
somstiBHa looks as If the bite of fun-
gus had been put hi too scantily hi
as of very flas snow.* WheMtfciw
membeted that meet persons who haul
tried the eulttration of edible fungi
have failed, because of the difteuliiee
orkl^ftajhehandlh^rof the tpdfs#
humidity, It almost seems that «
oo^eite to these tiny creatures «
^ ara
Cam.
Belgium leads the way In
portanoe whieh it aoeorda to dogs.






There were 407 business failures in
the United State* in the seven days
ended on the 10th. against 484 the week
previous and 290 in the corresponding
time in 1808.
Half the business portion of Lewis-
ton, 111., was destroyed by fire,
r* i J I A seoro named Williams, suspected
•News Condensed. , ^
Master Workman Sovereign, of the
jnt Intelligence From All Parts.
CONGRESSIONAL*
Secular BeMlon.
it* on the 17th after dlacusaloo of
reform until the dote of the morn-
bour resumed ss "the unfinished business"
MU tare peal the federal election laws,
debat* continued until the oloee of the
v» day. ...In the house Mr. WUson’s
" to the tariff bilftlxlng the date on
wool should fo into effect as August
katad, and the subeUtut* making It
*t*ot Immediately on the passage of
was adopted. The rest of the day was
: the amendment of Mr. Bur-
t* the print wool schedule for
by the Wilson bill
t* oo the 18th Senators Peffer and
Is) and Senators Morgan and
ta) condemned the bond policy
,Uoa The announcement was
Uw rsslgnstlon of Senator Walthall, of_ Adjourned to the Md.... Almost
Satire day In the house was spent in the
of (he debate on Mr. Burrow’s
it to restore the existing duties on
With the result of Its defeat by s strict
vota
senate was not In session on the 10th....
__ the time was occupied In dlsouss-
Mt the tariff bill and the proposed amendment
' /Vvrt Steel rails on the free list wss lost by a
of 100 to 79.
I OvthslOth there was noseulonof tbesen-
tMB,...Za the house the tariff bill was discussed,
mA ms*asces>ere received from the president
fPCtMag the New York end New Jersey bridge
VQ and transmitting the latest correspondence
fh*n Hawaii
Hi the senate remonstrances were presented
Cl th* Bd against the Wilson tariff bill and
tftfast the issue of government bonds A bill
It codify and arrange the laws relating to pen-
Boat was Introduced The nomlnstlon of
Wheelsr H. Peckham, of New York, for asio-
jus ttoe of the supreme court, vice W. B.
Mower, rejected, was received from the
t.... In the house an amendment to the
bill placing augur on the free list was
adopted. A bUl was Introduced to provide for
the withdrawal of the discretionary power of
iv f the secretary of the treasury to Issue bonds
The president's message on Hawaiian affairs
wa* received.
DOMESTIC.
Qov. Waite has called a convention
of wool growers to meet in Denver on
bmary 5 to consider the Wilson tariff
MIL
Kmvo workmen in a turpentine dis-
tillery near Valdeata, Ga., were at*
taekad by an armed party and nine
ware wounded.
In a fight between poet office robbers
ood police at Danville, Pa., Officer Van
CHlgcr was killed and two of the out-
Uwa ware wounded.
Jon Bcohner, a negro, who had
baanraeently releaMd from the state
penitentiary, was lynched by a mob at
valley Park, Ma, for assaulting two
woman.
A lamb meteor hung over Chesapeake
bay, brilliantly illuminating the steam-
era in Baltimore harbor and down the
*«y.
PlYB masked men held up a train
Gov. Rich, of Michigan, says he is
determined to probe to the bottom the
frauds in connection with the salaries
amendment electiou.
Knights of Labor, will ask an injuc-
tion to restrain the contemplated issue
of bonds by Secretary Car. isle.
The business portion of Catawba
Island in Lake Erie. 12 miles from San-
dusky, O., was destroyed by fire.
Mrs. Louisa Lancaster and her 2-
year-old child were burned to death in
Milwaukee.
The Indiana Associated Press was or-
ganized at Indianapolis as a branch of
the Associated Presa
Executions took place as follows
Ernest Laoore at Joliet, III, for the
murder of Nellie Byron; John Hardy
at Welch, W. Va., for killing a railway
employe; Wlls Howard at Lebanon,
Ma, for the murder of Thomas Me-
Michael, and Albert F. Bomberger at
Cando, N. D., for the murder of six
members of the Krelder family.
There never was more distress in the
Hocking valley and other Ohio coal-
mining districts than at present
Hundreds of negroes in Kentucky
and Illinois were swindled by Charles
Portpr Grove on equities in Montana
mines.
Never in the history of tho couptry
was there so much idle money in the
banks as at the present time.
William Rodeckeb and his wife and
Henry Russell were killed and throe
others were hurt in a grade crossing
accident at Findlay, O.
L Lipbchutz, a Waco (Tex.) mer-
chant, was murdered by robbers and
his wife fatally injured.
L N. Odell, an roronaut, dropped
800 feet to his death by tho bursting of
bis balloon at Washington, N. C.
Three men were killed and eighteen
PERSONAL AND POLITICAL
W. i: Buchanan, of Iowa, was nomi-
nated by the president as minister to
the Argentine Republic.
John H. Gear was formally declared
elected United States senator for Iowa
in joint convention of both houses of
the legislature.
Mrs. Anna Austin was elected mayor
of Pleasanton, Kan., by a majority of 8
in a vote of 888.
G. F. Rotuwkll, a member of con-
gress from the Tenth Missouri district
from 1879 to 1881. died in Kansas City.
Col. John L. Branch, at whose com-
mand the flint gun of the civil war was
fired at Fort Sumter, died at Union
Springs, Ala.
Chairman Cutchkon, of the Minne-
sota democratic state central commit-
tee, has resigned, owing to the presi-
dent's delay in making appointments.
In convention at Harrisburg, Pa., the
peoples party nominated Victor A.
Lapier, of Danville, for congress man at
large.
Judge C. P. Thompson, aged 07
years, committed suicide at Gloucester,
Mass. In 1874 he was chosen congress-
man from the Gloucester district
William Gaston, who was governor
of Massachusetts in lb74, died in Bos-
ton, aged 73 years.
Mrs. Nancy Adamson, the first white
woman in Porter county, Ind., died in
Valparaiso, aged 98 years.
William Gilpin, aged 80, first terri-
torial governor of Colorado, was found
dead in bed at Denver. He was ap-







Description of Various Methods of Prun-
ing the Vines.
Where soil and locality are favorable,
fruit-growing is one of the pleasantest







ing. As shipping facilities increase, l A|]DorangementB
people more remote from the markets
are able to go into the business, while
the number of those who only raise
enough for home consumption is stead-
ily growing as persons realize the de-
lights and healthfulness of a fruit diet
The demand for reliable information
as to the culture of orchard and garden
fruits has caused the North Carolina
station to issue a bulletin on the sub-
ject
After a short botanical description
of trees and plants, concise directions
are given with the caution that any-
one who plants fruits should not only
know how to treat them, but should
diligently attend to their wants.
The chapter on the grape is particu-
UNEXCELLED FOR INFANTS.
A blessed boon tor tired Mothers and Restless
Rabies.
Purely vegetable, guaranteed free from opiates
ZOO fall size doses 50 cents.
PREPARED BY
Wheeler & Fuller Medieine Co.,
CEDAR SPRINGS, MICH,







Six of the crew of the Dutch steamer
Amsterdam were drowned while seek-
ing to rescue fourteen men on a sink-
ing schooner.
Advices from Rio Janeiro say that
near Camden, Ark.
The terminal and operating rooms of
the Louisville (Ky.) Telephone com-
pany were destroyed by fire, the loss
being $100,000.
Owing to the election of Mrs. Annie
L. Austin as mayor of Pleasanton, Kan.,
gamblers and saloonkeepers have fled.
William Henry Steoner within
three days married one St Louis wid-
ow, promised to wed two others and
swindled all three.
The International Emigration socie-
ty was incorporated at Birmingham,
Ala., the object being to send negroes
from the southern states to Africa.
The mayor of Cincinnati was author-
ized to expend $100,000 from the con-
tingent fund for the benefit of the un-
employed.
The funds of the World’s Columbian
exposition were dwindling at the rate
of nearly $400,000 a month.
Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, of
Brooklyn, announced to his congrega-
tion that he would resign on the twen-
SL Joaeph, Ma, and escaped after i ty.flfth &nQiTerMrj of hifl pastorate,
fcf#
looting the express ear.
Alex. Bom, cashier of the First Na-
tional bank of Lead City, 8. D-. was
found to be a defaulter to the amount
Of IH8U.
While en route to Washington Min-
uter Thurston, of Hawaii, was inter-
viewed at Omaha, and said that there
was no possibility of the queen being
tutored; that matter was settled for
food.
Fifty negro families in Monroe coun-
ty, Ark., have arranged with the Amei^
loan Colonisation society of Washing-
ton, IX O, for transportation to Liberia.
The national bank note circulation
throughout the country, which reached
*09,500,000 during the money sirin-
ftery, ha* declined to $904,000, 000.
The crusier Olympia, built in San
Franckoo, made 21.09 knots an hour
and earned $800,000 in premiums for its
builder.
Cubing the year 1S98 there were 1,873
Area in Philadelphia, the losses incurred
being $1,080,989.
Compulsory education, after a fair
trial, is reported a failure in Chicago
by a committee of the board of educa-
The National Farmers' Alliance in
session in Chicago denounced J. Ster-
ling Morton, the secretary of agricul-
ntre, and called upon him to resign.
While drinking water from a brook
» boy at Muncie, Ind., swallowed an
insect, which devoured his heart, caus-
ing death.
These men who robbed a train at
Centralia, 11L, pleaded guilty and were
aeatenoed to twenty years’ imprison-
snent
AT Princeton, W. Va, Sheriff Hall
ati stapled to arrest the Mullen brothers
Had the sheriff and both desperadoes
avare killed.
The Oolawash Indians, of Washing-
ton, have asked government permission
to burn one of their mecicine men at
thestaka
It was said that the two recent train
robberies in Missouri netted the bandits
, *00,000.
Milton Bond and Charles Colt, broth-
are-in-law, fonght a duel at Sullivan,
aa the result of bug-standing
ly troubles, and both were fatally
batteries atNichtheroy and
of the government forces.
At Burton-on-Trent, England, Coun
cilor Wileman’s coflin lid was removed
previous to interhient and he was found
to be alive.
N ink hundred miles of territory were
devastated and 200 people killed by an
earthquake in China
Two 0-year-old boys, bound togeth-
er by a ligament as were the Siamese
twins, were being exhibited
Cow, China
Two hundred Sofas were killed and
larly interesting. The different meth-
ods of pruning the vine are described,
and, as the grape crop is one of the
most important and generally popular,
the methods pursued at the station are
I here given.
' In planting a vine light stakes should
I be used the first two seasons. The
killed fifty plant should be cut back two or three
eyes, and but oue bud allowed to grow
the first season. The cane is then cut
back to within two eyes of the last
cut The next season two canes should
be trained up. For spur-pruning the
canes should be planted 8x10 feet and
the trellis Is to bo preferred.
When growth begins, nearly every
bud will make an upright shoot tome
will have to be rubbed out so as to
at Hong space the spurs about ten inches apart
The shoots left will each bear a bunch
or two of fruit, and care must be taken
Newspapers and Periodicals
Can be obtained at reduced rates of
the local agent In this city. Leave
your orders for any publication in the
U. S. or Canada at the Post Office, with
0. De Keyzer,
Holland, Mich., May 6, 18fll. 15tf
Glotning Gleaned and Repaired
— AT—
Scheerhoorn & Kloosterman,
River near 9th St. Holland.
seventy-seven made prisoners in a bat-1 not ^ allow ̂  larffe a crop at thla
AT the annual meeting In New York
of the American Protective Tariff
^league Cornelia* N. BUm waa elected
it
H*EBD$ of Irvey Harp, of Malvern,
for a joke placed powder in a
and gave It to him, and in the
that followed both of Harp’s
patonh
•t the leading dear-
in the United States daring
ended on the 19th aggregated
agdnst IL 005,181, ,451 the
•f £ae decrease, compared
‘ ' week in 189$
which occurs in the ipring.
Mbs. J. Plummer, living near Paw-
uska, O. T., drowned her two children
and then killed herselt
More than 8,000 articles lost at the
world’s fair are still in the service
building at Jackson park.
A hubricank swept over Oak Cliff
and sooth and east of Dallas, Tex., de-
stroying property to the extent of $100,-
000 and killing a boy.
' James E. Connolly, Catholic priest
convicted of criminal assault upon a
young girl at Two Harbors, Mina,
I was sentenced to twenty-one years in
prisoa
M. G. Gamble (colored), who crim-
in ally assaulted the little daughter of
Bedford France, of Central Jellico
Mines, Ky., was lynched.
I The visible supply of grain in the
| United States on the 22d waa: Wheat,
! 80,384,000 bushels; corn. 13,850,000 bush-
, els; oats, 4,117,000 bushels; rye, 85., 000
bushels; barley, 2,194,000 bushels.
Pleasanton, Neb., was almost wiped
out by fire. But one building, a bank,
1 was left In the business district
The Westview savings bank made an
assignment at Louisville, Ky., with lia-
bilities of $30,000.
Samuel Ganagi, a prominent attor-
ney at Wapakoneta, 0., left for parts
unknown with $60,000 belonging to
several estates of which he was admin-
istrator.
Mbs. Alex. Clifton, at Acme, W
Va., gave birth to four daughters, but
all of them died.
A BIG foreign steamer, the Andes,
bound from Costa Rica to New York
with a cargo of coffee aud fruit*, said
to be valued at $1,000,000, went ashore
off Little Beach life-saving station near
Atlantic City, N. J. The cr*w was
saved.
The First national bank of Helena,
Mont, which closed its doors last July,
has resumed business.
The new city directory of Indianap-
olis contains 67,598 names, which it is
figured gives that city a population of
148,995, an increase of nearly 7,000 over
last year.
Iowa miners of the Dos Moines dis-
trict, numbering about 600, struck
against a 25 per cent reduction inwagea ^
Nunajt, a Choctaw said to be a cen*
tenarian and $ miser, was murdered
by another Indian at Tallihina, Ind. T.
Bubo labs tortured Charles Pease and
his housekeeper, living near Cleveland,
and made the former sign a check
for**
Iowa's supreme court refused to re*
consider its decision declaring void th»
prohibitory amendment of 1882. >
(X M. Wilson wm identified at Gree-
ley, Col, m A. 0. Knowlton, the ab-
•oondlng treasurer of Knox township,
Vinton county, 0. ,
president of the Bank
tie with British troops at Bagwenla.
A constitution patterned after that
of the United States is in readiness for
promulgation by the Hawaiian govern-
menL
Great Britain is now talking of the
peaceful disarmament of all Europe in-
stead of a war.
The Tyrrell brothers, of Toronto,
have returned from a trip north of the
Saskatchewan in a country never be-
fore explored
During heavy gales in the bay at
Bilboa, Spain, manj- fishing boats were
lost and twenty-five fishermen weredrowned. i
Nearly all the Hebrew leaders of
Europe have united on a definite pol-
icy regarding the colonization of Pal-
estine.
It was rumored that the young king
of Servia had been murdered.
The report sent out from Vienna that
King Alexander, of Servia, had been
murdered, proved to be unfounded.
President Peixoto, of Brazil, thinks
that the insurgents under Mello are
practically vanquished.
LATER.
A resolution was reported in the
United States senate on the 23d from
the committee on foreign relations de-
claring that the provisional govern-
ment in Hawaii, having been duly
recognized, should be allowed to pursue
its own line of policy. The federal
election law was discussed. In ^he
house a bill was introduced for the free
coinage of silver dollars. A joint reso-
lution was presented declaring the
sympathy of the United States with
the effort now being made to establish
a republican form of government in the
Hawaiian islands. The tariff bill was
further considered, and it waa voted to
place coal on the free list
Frank Meagheb was fatally wound-
ed and his wife killed by an assassin
near Petulma, Cal.
The national board of trade in an-
nual session in Washington declared in
favor of foreign skilled labor being ad-
mitted and paupers barred out
Mrs. John Braddock died at Slab-
town, Pa., aged 120 year* She was a
Russian refugee, escaping forty years
aga
Secretary Carlisle ha* Issued a cir-
cular telling how and where the new
bond issue can be purchased.
Ten thousand miners of Ohio have
refused to accept a reduction in wages
and their action will close all the Ohio
coal mines. *
Alonzo Reed, of Perry, I1L. shot and
killed his wife and infant and then
ended his own worthless life.
John 8. Johnson, of Minneapolis^
beat the quarter-mile skating record,
going the distance In O'.Slji, flying
start, at Madison, Wis.
Emperor William of Germanfha*
become reconciled to Prince Bismarck.
About $50,000 in counterfeit money
was unearthed at Louisville, Ky., by a
woman who was digging some roots
for tea. '
The steamship Nornmnnia, which
left New York on the 18th inst for Al,
time, as the future growth of the vine
may be injured. At the end of the
first season’s growth each of these
shoots of one season's growth is to be






We call the attention of all
the ladies in Holland and vi-




The following remarkable event in a lady's
1 1 fo will Interest the reader: "For a long time I
had a terrible pain at my heart, which flut-
tered altdost Inceaaantly. I bad no appetite
and could not sleep. I would be compelled
to alt up In bed and belch gas from my stom-
ach until I thought every minute would be
my last. There was a feeling of oppression
about my heart, and I was afraid to draw a
full breath. I couldn't sweep a room with-
out sitting down and resting; but, thank
God, by the help of New Heart Cure all that
is past and I feel like another woman. Be-
fore using tho New Heart Cure I had taken
different so-called remedies and been treated
by doctors without an? benefit until I waa
both discouraged and disgusted.. My husband
bought me a bottle of Dr. Miles’ New Heart
Cure, and am happy to say 1 never regretted
It, as 1 now have a splendid appetite and
sleep well. I weighed lia pounds when I be-
gan taking the remedy, and now I weigh 13QH
Its effect In my case has been truly marvel-
ous. It far surpasses any other medicine I
have ever taken or any benefit I ever re-
ceived from physicians."— Mrs. Hurry Starr,
Pottsville, Pa., October 12, 1«&
Dr. Miles' New Heart Cure Is sold on a posi-
tive guarantee by all druggists, or by the Dr.
......... Ta, Elkhart, Ind.
:tle, six b
great disci . .
specialist In heart disease, contains neither
opiates nor dangerous drugs.
Miles Medical Co., d., on receipt of
price, llper bott , ottles |5, express pre-
nald. This iscovery by an eminent








arms. Care must be taken in pruning
the grape not to cut closer than an
inch above a bud, as from the soft na-
ture of the wood we cannot cut as
close as in pruning an apple shoot
The next season two shoots are al-
lowed to grow from the spur, and the
vine is now complete. In pruning
thereafter each year the shoot farthest
out from the arm i* cut out entirely,
and the other shortened to two eyes.
After years of this pruning, the spur*
gradually become elongated, and it is
better to grow a strong shoot next the
center and cut out the old arm, and
start over again.
In training a vine on tho renewal
system the bearing wood of the first
year should be cut away in the winter
at A and B, and the young canes, C
and D, tied out in place, and E and F
spurred to two eyes. In this way are
grown one season canes for next year’s
fruiting, which are then cut back, to
be succeeded by canes of the same
year’s growth.
The whole vine about the lower wire
is thus kept entirely of young wood,
care being taken not to allow the shoots
to become too numerous, and any
gnarled stump being cut out and re-
newed with a fresh shoot
This is simply a modification of th«
renewal mrthod. The original Gnyot
plan was to keep the one horizontal
arm a while to spur on, and shorten
back and spur alternately the upright
Fascinators, Fancy
etc. Call and see us
purchasing elsewhere.
Mrs J.B. GROSE,






^ PATENT f fora
m oneat opinion, writ* to
in «> n n & CO., who have had nearly fifty yean'
experience In the patent boalneea. Communica-
tions nrtctly confidential. A Handbook of In-
formation concern ln« Pateita and how to ob-
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan-
ical and adenUfic hooka aent frve.
Patenu taken through Mmm A Co. receive
pedal notice In the Hclentlflc American, and
thna are brought widely before the public with-
out coat to the Inventor. This aplendld paper,
traued weekly, elegantly Illustrated, baa bv far tho
largest circulation of any scientific work In Lb*
world. 93 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, Sl.i0
roles, 25 cents. Every number •copi s, contains beau-
tiful pistes, tn colon, and photographs of new
houses, with plana, enabling builder* to show the
latent designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN
lv ntracts. J
 i CO, NlW Yohji, 361 BROADWAY.
$500 REWARD!
We will puy tbs above reward for any cue of
Liver Complaint Dyspepsia, Bick headache. In-
digestion Constipation, or Costlveness we cannot
cure with Dr. West's Vegetable Liver Pills,UUIU iu I ri vv nos o vruv-muiv aa  ri amis
when the directions are strictly compiled with.
purely Vegetable, and never fall to give
satisfaction. Sugar c ated. Large boxes 25c.
They are ]
Beware of counterMis ai d imitations. Th*
genuine maoufac nr only by THE JOHN 0.





Leather Boots for Men and Boys
The sizes run up to No. 9. These goods we close out at
ONE-HALF OF COST.
Barrs \m on neater
THE cuyot system.
canes, and finally take one down to re-
new the arm.
Every grape grower soon finds the
method that is adapted to his needs,
and the pruning needed for producing
wine grapes should be somewhat dif-
ferent from that Intended to produce
fine bunches for market The grower
for market can produce usually a heav-
ier crop than the wine-grower, who
wants perfect sweetness and complete
I ripeness in all his fruit
Batter 1* An cl eat TtesM.






badly damaged that a
York was hecdssary. • 
• The strike of the potters at East
Liverpool, 0., involves twenty-three
out of twenty-six plants and 4,000 men.
annual eon van tion'' in




lan, is the first writer who mentions
btittor, B. G 500. The Spartans used it
as we do colfi cream, and Plutarch tells
how a hostess was sickened at the sight
of one of her visitors, a Spartan, who
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fleater tor individual rooms.
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'he Electric Light Injunction
Suit.
In regard to the proceedings con nec-
with the above matter, as men-
tioned in the last issue <|f the Nkw8,
re can state that thj bill has been
Jiff, and an order issued to the City
[of Holland and the Wolverine Electric
| Light Co. to appear in court on Mon-
day Jan. 29. ̂ ;
The bill of complaint is as follows:
Your Orator, the Wolverine Elec-
tric Light Company, respectfully rep-
resents:
1. That the complainant herein Is
a corporation organized under and do-
ing business pursuant to the laws of
the State of Michigan, and is a citizen
and inhabitant of the City of Holland,
county of Ottawa, and State of Mich-
gan.
2. That the capital stock of said ,
company Is twenty-live thousand dol-
lars: that eighteen thousand dollars of
said capital stock has been paid in
cash: that the complainant has inves-
ted in plant, fixtures, wire poles, and
,*-eiectric light aparatus, about eighteen
thousand dollars cash.
3. That such money was expended
in the building of said plant and in
the construction and extension of its
business operation for the purpose of
furnishing commercial lighting to the
inhabitants of the City of Holland.
4. That the City of Holland through
its corporate officers induced the com-
plainant to invest Its money in said
enterprise, and gave it permission to
extend its lighting operation within
and throughout the city of Holland
for the purpose of furnishing electric
light for commercial purposes; that
said money was invested upon the full
faith and reliance that when the com-
plainant was in a situation to furnish
light for commercial purpose, it would
be at liberty to do so without let or
hindrance on the part of the said city
of Holland, and without being com-
1 polled to go into competition with the
said city of Holland in the business of
commercial lighting.
5. That at the time said money was
invested as aforesaid and said business
operation extended as aforesaid, the
said city of Holland had no power or
authority to engage in commercial
lighting, and did not assume to have.
6. That afterwards, to-wit: duftng
the last term of the legislature, the
said city of Holland caused to be
passed certain amendments to the
charter of the City of Holland to e-s*
tablishan electric light plant and to
engage in commercial lighting; refer-
ence to the charter of the said city of
Holland as amended by the legislature
of 1893, is hereby made.
7. That in alleged conformity with
the said act of the legislature amend-
ing tiie charter of the said city of
Holland as aforesaid, certain steps
were taken for the purpose of author-
izing the said city "f Holland to en-
gage, among other things, in the busi-
ness of commercial lighting; reference
to such pncjedlngs being he:ehy
j made, and the same Ik inz deemed a
part hereof.
8. That your orator is advised and
believes that the said act amending
v vthe charter of the said city of Holland
is unconstitutional and void, insofar
as it attempts and assumes to give to
the said city of Holland power and
authority to engage in the business
of commercial lighting.
9. That your orator is further ad-
vised and believes, that even if the
legislature of the state of Michigan
has authority to authorize the said
city of Holland to engage in the busi-
ness of commercial lighting, that the
steps necessary to confer such author-
ity upon said city havenot been legally
taken, to invest said city with the
power: that the said proceedings are
defective in the following, viz; that
each and every step and proceeding
Liken therein is irregular, unauthor-
ized, and absolutely null and void.
10. That your orator is further ad-
vised and believes, that even if the
legislature had power to confer upon
he city of Holland authority to en-
gage in the business of commercial
Ighting, and if the necessary steps to
uthorize said city of Holland to en-
e in such business have been duly
en, still the said city of Holland is
deluded from engaging in the husi-
,ess of commercial lighting and enter
to competition with your orator
ereln, for the reasons that your or-
tor had invested in such business
ightecn thousand dollars in ujoney:
rt it cannot compete with the said
ty, if said city is allowed to engage
the business of commercial light-
that to be driven out of business,
being thrown in competition with
^aid city Itself, deprives your ur-
jtor of the value of said property in-
**sted in said enterprise, the same
1 with like effect as though said
y ol Hollaud had taken the entire
jpeily of your orator and converted
to Its own use, without giving or
iptiug to give it any compensa-
herefor; that indirectly the city
dland has destroyed the business
rpperty-of your orator, and taxes
jhe(>roperLy of your orator for so do-N
1 1 That your orator concedes the
rig - of the city of Holland to furnish
le ric light for public purjjoses, but
eies the right of the city of Holland
to irnish light for commercial pur-
s in competition with your ura-
Holland, your orator will be taxed
like other citizens of said city, and
will thus be taxed for the purpose of
driving itself out of business and rule-
ON NEWSHfAPEfi HOW.
Boros by the
ing Its own property, and depriving of
the same of ali substantial value. i _
The bill then closes with the usual l
request as that an order be issue
directing the city of Holland to show
cause why the prayer of the petition-
ers should not be granted, and that a
temporary injunction be issued enjoin-
ing the city from engaging in the bus-
iness of commercial iightihg; all of
which was jluly granted.
Counsel for complainants are Mc-
Garry, McKnight & Judkins, and G.
Haunt the Of.
Jorrespondeats.
Iftiirnol-Of All tbo Trial* of Waahlnjrton J<
laU, Women In Search of Government
« Employment Are Said to
He the Wont.
city, that lady has an nnenviable task
before her who is obliged to seek em-
ployment. It is but mildly stating the
truth to say that ladies who seek the
indorsement and recommendation of
certain members of congress, in order
to obtain government employment, are
sometimes obliged to surrender their
quest of office not only in despair, but
in deep humiliation and indignation.
This fact is well-known to the lady re-
ferred to, and the fact that she is seek-
ing an office without the cousont of
her husband does not place her upon a
pinnacle higher than the Roman ver-
nacular accorded to the wife of Caesar.
[Special Washington Lettcr.1
What to write or what not to write.
That is the question which requires
consideration and judgment on the
part of a Washington correspondent. - ---------------- ----- ---------- , . , . -
This fact was made especially appar- There is no merit in the case which phases going to drink, drinking, and
ent this morning, and it is a question rests upon the assertion that she wants being very drunk indeed.
her boys
A SMth Africa* Chief Who b Always
Either Drlaklag or Drank.
I have just profited by a holiday,
says a writer in South Africa, to pay a
visit to Chief Umtassa, or rather (
King Umtassa, as the official dispatches 
call him. The country belongs to him,
and the chartered company gives him
a yearly present of one hundred dol-
lars, and this one hnndred-dollar pres-
ent was just due. It is almost impos-
sible to get a glimpse of Umtassa,
partly because he is such a very im-
portant person— in his own eyes— but
chiefly because his life has only three
in behalf of the city.
OUTSTRIPPING THE WIND.
J. Dlekema, city attorney, will appear uow whether the occurrence of the work in order to send her boys to
day should be written, or allowed to boarding school and thereby relieve
pass into oblivion. ! her husband of the presence of the
The life of a genuine, hard-working children who arc disobedient and dis-
newspaper man in the national cap- respectful to their stepfather. He Is
ital would be a great deal more pleas- a good man, a sincere man, a sober, in-
ant and desirable if the numerous dustrious working man. True, he
cranks and bores could be eliminated. | realizes now that he was married
You have doubtless read, from time to solely for the purpose of supporting
time, descriptions of the queer charac- another man’s children. He under-
m
An Illustration of How • Yacht May Ao.
compllah This Feat.
Every yachtsman knows that a ship
can sail faster than the wind: that is
to say, if the wind is blowing ten
knots an hour, a ship may be making
twelve or fifteen knots an hour. Now,
it is obvions that if the ship is sailing
straight before the wind it cannot, at
the utmost, travel faster than the
wind itself is blowing— as a matter of
fact, it will travel much more slowly.
If, on the other hand, the ship is sail-
ing at an angle with the wind, it
seems at first sight that the wind must
act with less effect than before, but as
a matter of fact the ship not only
sails more quickly than before, but
more quickly than the wind it-
self is blowing. Let us consider the
difficulty in the light of the following
experiment: Place a ball at ohe side
of the billiard table, and with the cue,
not held in the ordinary manner, but
lengthwise from end to end of the ta-
ble, shove the ball across the cloth.
The cue here represents the wind, and
the ball the ship sailing directly before
it; the ball of course travels at the
same rate as the cue. Now. suppose a
groove in which the ball may roll be
cut diagonally across the table from
one corner pocket to the other. If the
ball be now placed at one end of the
groove and the cue held horizontally,
parallel with the long sides and moved
forward across the width of the table
as before, the ball will travel along
the groove (and along the cue) diag-
onally across the table in the same
time as the cue takes to move across
the width of the table. This is the
case of the ship sailing at an angle
with the direction of the wind. The
groove is considerably longer than the
width of the table, more than double
as long, in fact. * The ball, therefore,
travels much faster than the cue which
impels it, since it covers more than
double the distance in the same time.
It is in precisely the same manner
that a tacking ship is enabled to sail
faster than the wind.
We were shown into a •‘reception
hut,” into which wo crawled almost
upon our hands and knees, and wo
seated ourselves on mats, prepared to
wait an Indefinite time— for the “chio’'
of a native chief, like that of a smart
dentist, is to keep one waiting as long
as possible. After about half an hour
we began to clamor, and then we left
the hut and began to wander about the
ters who call upon senators and repre- 1 stands that the love which came to him kraal-a proceeding which the^ natives
sentatives, occupying their time at the on his wedding day was a warmed
capitol when they want to be attending
to public business, or intruding upon
them at their homes in the evening.
Very few if any of the statesmen are
more afflicted by undesirable callers
than are the gentlemen of the press
who have attained any degree of dis-
tinction in their profession. Not only
are the offices along newspaper row
Invaded by unwelcome guests of ail
grades, from beggars to officeholders
or olficeseekers, but very often it hap-
pens that even statesmen themselves
call at inopportune times and remain
all too long, imposing upon the time
of their' friends of the press who desire
their room much more than their com-
over affection, Hnachlne-madc, and a
rapidly-cooling article. Ho sees, be-
yond the mask of devotion, the chill
calculation of his value in dollars and
cents, to the heart of a wily widow.
That should be mnishment enough to
the man for his short-sightedness. But
to have the woman w'ho bears his
name going about seeking an office, in
the possession of which she could be
independent of and defy him, is a hu-
miliation which more than ‘‘makes the
punishment fit the crime" of disregard-
ing the sapient advice of Mr. Tony 1
Weller, the British philosopher.
But this lady is not the only bore.
All ladies are bores to business men in
pauy. This is particularly true in the 1 business hours. Even the smart, bright,
evening when the news-gatherers are • energetic girls who write society
anxious to reduce to writing the news articles and sell them to correspon-
A PEACEFUL NIGHT.
How Sqapanilsh Touriit Was Deceived
on a Steamer.
"Some people,” said an old sea cap-
tain the other day to London Tid-Bits,
"are afraid of sea sickness and hesi-
tate to travel by water because of this
fear. A friend of mine came on board
the steamer Plymouth the other even-
ing in a very happy frame of mind.
He had been troubled for a long time
when off Southampton by a feeling of
nausea, but now he was positive that
he had found a way to avoid it by
going to bed as Soon as he came on
board and remaining there until he ar-
rived at his destination.
"On this occasion he bade me a hur-
ried good night, climbed into his berth
and in a f'iw minutes was fast asleep,
lie slept like a top until seven o'clock
the next morning, with never a qualm
of mal do mer to disturb his slumbers.
He arose delighted, satisfied that lie
had at last found a remedy for the dis-
order which had caused him so much
misery. lie went down into the din-
ing-room and ate a hearty meal,
though somewhat surprised that so
few passengers were stirring. Going
on deck with a satisfied look on his
face and a toothpick in his mouth, he
met me.
" ‘Say, old man,’ he exclaimed, ‘that
sleeping racket of mine worked like a
charm. Never had a touch of it all
night.’
"1 smiled.
" ‘What are you grinning for?’ he
asked, in surprise.
" ‘Because,’ I answered, ‘the Plymouth
has been tied to her dock all night.
She has not moved a foot. There was
something the matter with her ma-
chinery and we had to transfer the
passengers. No one suspected that a
man would go to bed at six o’clock, and
so you were overlooked in the trans-
fer.”’ _ _
THE ONLY WAY OUT.
An Apt Illustration of the Futllltjr of
Lying.
There is only one way out of dishon-
esty, and that is to tell the truth. The
process of "lying out of it,” so called,
is only a sure way of getting more
deeply mired. This is well illustrated
by a story borrowed from the Chris-q
| li. That your orator is informal tian Secretary.
, ani believes the said city of Holland A Inan o1 doubtful reputation was on
has, entered into a contract -for thoj his way home one night, and came
S. puiposeuf erecting building wherein to across a pile of planks which for some
estibljsh a plant for electric lighting, , reason had been unloaded upon the
roadside. He couldn’t— or thought he
couldn’t— resist the temptation to steal
one of them.
 He could not go through the village
with it, and so took a cut across the
fields. By and by, in the gathering
dusk, he wandered into a bog-hole and
sank in the mire. The more he strug-;
and that it further contemplates to
establish therein a branch or depart-
icnt of commercial lighting; that if
;be allowed to proceed and establish
1 branch for commercial lighting,
lust necessarily come in compcti-
i with your orator in said business,
drive your orator out of business
ruin its property as aforsald, that ! sank *n the - ^b he strug-;
city of Holland will, unless re- gled the deeper he sank, until getting-
Ined by the order and injunction alarmed he cried lustily for help.
lis Honorable court, proceed to
jllsh a branch for commercial
Ling in Its electric light plant to
instructed and operated by it, as
said. /’
That your orator is a. tax payer
His shouts brought a neighbor with
a lantern.
"Why, Jones, what does this mean?"
asked the good Samaritan. "How in
the world came you here?”
, , IT „ , • - - , “I was in a burry to get home," said
ie ^aid city of Holland, county of the thief, "and so I cut across. Then
iwa and st^c of Michigan; that Igot,ln^ this bo?. The more I tried
jnler to s upeort said boslnesa of Jpull mysol, ont* the rteeper r ^ ia,
and finally 1 went back to the road and
got this plank to see ij I couldn’t get
imerciai lighting to be carried on
conducted . by the said city of
v- m
of the day, in order to place their copy
in the telegraph offices early in the
evening.
A good blacksmith, or carpenter, ox
any other skilled workman may be in-
terrupted in his day’s labor and re-
sume it an hour later, or upon the fol-
lowing day, without special detriment
to the work. A man who is struggling
along in the literary world may ascer-
tain a number of facts and have them
all systematically preparetl in his mind
to dictate to his stenographer or write
with his own pencil; but unexpected
and annoying interruptions may de-
stroy the entire warp and woof of his
thought and min his work for an entire
day.
A subject of considerably more than
ordinary interest was investigated by
your correspondent and voluminous
notes were taken for the purpose of
preparing a letter this morning. But
just as the pencil was taken in hand
and the paper prepared for work an
undesirable caller came who so fretted
and annoyed me that the notes of the
proposed letter were laid aside and the
day's work practically spoiled. In
this “rattled" frame of mind, it has oc-
curred to me that the mischance of the
day might make in itself a letter of
some value to the readers of this paper
who are more or less interested in all
phases of public life at the national
capital.
If it had not been an unusually warm
day the office door would have been
closed and locked; but for purposes of
ventilation the door was open, and, be-
fore a dozen sentences had been
penned, a very handsome lady entered
the room wearing a smile of antici-
pated welcome which certainly was
not reflected in the face of the corre-
spondent. I knew her first husband
and was one of his best friends, ae he
was one of mine. The lady is now liv-
ing with her second husband, and inas-
much as he cannot make as much money
as she would like to have in order to
dents have the feminine faculty of in-
opportune conversational demonstra-
tions. The best society writer hero is
ONE OF THE WORST KIND.
maintain a certain standing in soci-
ety, she has made up her mind to se-
cure employment in one of the govern-
ment departments if possible, and
called upon her first husband’s friends
in order to secure some advice or as-
sistance in the matter. Although not
approving the idea of a married
woman entering the employment of the
government, if the lady had merely
stated her case briefly in a business-
like manner and departed, she might
have attained the object of her visit.
But she remained for over an hour,
talking not only about the necessity of
having a government office, and the
ways and means to attain that object,
but giving the history of her second
married life from the wedding day np
to date; not forgetting to mention all
the quarrels which her children have
had with their stepfather, and the
consequent coolness which has grown
up between the husband and wife.
ALWAYS WANTS TO READ HER STORY.
homely enougli to stop a clock; but
she is a good girl and a hard-working
wage-earner. If she would only bring
in her articles, place them on my desk
and go away, she could have her well-
earned money immediately. But she
always wants to, sit down and read
her story, commenting upon almost
every sentence and telling why she
wrote it. This a bore, for the corre-
spondent must read and revise the
story anyway. I told her this morn-
ing that she ought to be married to a
descendant of Job so that she could
have somebody to whom to talk. A
patient husband would be invaluable
to such a woman.
But to return to our widow. She Is i
but a type; a sample of a class. The i
pageboys of the senate and house, the ,
ladies in the executive departments, ;
friends of boyhood's days, and many
others imagine that newspaper corre-
spondents are men of great influence,
and. like the widow, they seek aid on
Newspaper row. They think that to ;
get or retain a government office, or to ,
secure reinstatement if discharged, ;
the aid of a newspaper man is in the !
nature of a quod erat demonstrandum, i
Moreover, inasmuch as newspaper men '
are acquainted with public men. and
on terms of intimate friendship ;
with some of them these look- ,
ers-on suppose that it would Im; no |
trouble for the knights of the pencil to
"speak a good word for them" to the
senators or representatives and to the
cabinet officers, in order to insure them |
a standing in the office-holding class.
As a matter of fact, an Independent
newspaper man does not want to put
himself under obligations to any pub-
lic man, and hence does not want to
"speak a good word" for officeholders
or for officeseekers. Personal friend-
ship and political affiliations can never
wholly coalesce. A newspaper corre-
spondent may be very friendly with
Speaker Crisp or ex-Speaker Reed this
morning; yet to-night the correspond-
ent may be engaged in a political
assault upon one of those gentlemen
for some public utterance of the day.
No independent writer wants to be
under obligations and no newspaper
wants its representative to be un-
der obligations to public men. The
pencil must be unfettered. Conse-
quently, it is useless for persons in
quest of political Influence to haunt
Newspaper row. But it is probable
that they will continue to fulfill their
missions as bores, and, like the poor,
be always with us.
Smith D. Fry
greatly objected to— and before we
had gone for an Induna came to say
that Umtassa was coming and had sent
a present of Kaffir beer. So we
scrambled back and sat outside the
stuffy hut and waited.
At last a sort of procession came
winding down among the rooks, some
of the natives wearing a snuff box am)
a catskin, others draped in a blanket
a la Julius Crosar, but none of them
carrying any sort of weapon, with the
exception of a big native who carried
Umtassa’s knobkerrie and his battle
ax. After this usher of the Black Rod
came Umtassa draped in blue and
white toga, with a blue and white cap
on his head.
Much to our surprise he turned out
to be a very imposing-looking person-
age. In spite of his excessive dirt he
decidedly possessed what is called le
grand air, which I take to be produced
by a complete satisfaction of one’s
surroundings and not a little con-
tempt for the rest of the world. Well,
our friend Umtassa gave each of us a
very grimy hand to shake, and really
one might have planted a mealie field
nnder each of his nails. He then sat
down on his mat, with all his people
grouped around him, and his induna
told our interpreter that , he might
speak. Thereupon a good deal of busi-
ness was transacted.
General Repair Shop.
Persons desiring any repairing done
in the line of Sewing Machines, Guns,
Locks. Umbrellas, or small machinery
of any kind, will find me prepared to
do the work. Shop in basement of
American J Intel, one door west of C.
Mom's bakery, Eighth Street,
i.'ltt' John F. Zalsman.
Holland. Mich., Nov. 10, 1893.









“When I was a Boy,”
Writes Postmaster J. C. Woodson,
Forest Hill, W. Va„ “I had a bron-
chial trouble of such a persistent
and stubborn character, that the
doctor pronounced it incurable with
ordinary medicines, and advised
me to try Ayer’* Cherry Pectoral.
I did so, and one bottle cured me.
For the last fifteen years, 1 have
used this preparation with good
effect whenever I take
A Bad Cold,
and I know of numbers of people
who keep it in the house all the time,
not considering it safe to be with-
out it.”
"I have been using Ayer’s Cherry
Pectoral in my family for 30 years, with
the most satisfactory results, and can
cheerfully recommend It ns being espe-
cially adapted to all pulmonary com-
plaints. I have, for many years, made
pulmonary and other medicines a special
study, and I have come to the conclusion
that Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral occupies a
position pre-eminent over other medi-
cines of the class.”— Chas, Davenport,
Dover, N. J.
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral
Preparod by Dr. J. 0. Ayer k Co., Lowell, Uais.
Promptto act, sure to cure
A CeaRelese VlglL
The Coptic patriarch of Alexandra FAMILY ' SUPPLY ' STORE
is never allowed to sleep more than
fifteen minutes at any one time, and If
New Store,
Columbia BIk, Eighth ft.
A Full Line of
Fall and Winter
Millinery.
At the Lowest Prices.
MISS DE VRIES & CO.
We thank our customers
for their past patronage an&





Office and Shop on Seventh St, M>
land, Mieb.
Mill and Engine Repairing
A Specialty.
All Orders Promptly Attended to.
Ready and willing to meet






the attendant should allow the holy
one’s nap to extend beyond the allot-
ted time the penalty is decapitation.
Upon being aroused at the end of each
The longer she' talked and the more quarter honr the patriarch arises and
minutely she went into the details of 8Preads his rug upon the , floor, kneels
her family and social life, the greater aP°n it- bows hls head three times to
bore she became; and although an ex- the east and then a^5n re tires. -SL
Fresh and Salt Meats.
We have just opened a full line of
Groceries. This, in addition to our
Mjsat Market, will juifte our place a
ceptionally beautiful woman when she
entered the door she seemed to be
transformed before the eyes of (in im-
patient correspondent into the very
personification of homeliness and ugli-
Louis Republic.
• . A IVraonal Reflection.
"What has become of the handsome
young woman who u^d to be here?”
. , - inquired the regula^^^er at the
ness. If I. were the owner of bound- dairy lunch
less forests and every leaf were an “Which
office, 1 would not give yue to such a asked
bore under aoy
complete FamilyJ











Taste of “ Royal Ruby Port '
you will know why we call ~
A glass held up to the light*
we call It Ruby.
bottle of this wine ___
old, or in any way adulterated. It
grand in ricknesa.and Connie*
where a atrcngthemng cordial is
by. dffirrgisis and
yqu * ‘‘Royal
m LITTLE TOTTIE TWO SHOES. AN ELEGANT DWEUING.UttieTMTwoBteM
tUtsvpoBBykM^
N Tell me JuM 000 »tory,"
Ptoadta«l7Mjsah«.
And I start the story,
Sorry tMk (or me;
Utilo Tbttte Two Sboes
Llfteos thoughtfully.
Of a knight I tell her.
Brave m bruTo oouM be;
Of hlaUOy-loro, too-
Very telr wee she.






A Boeee Which I* Met Only
But Will Prove » Joy to Its
Owner as Lone ae Be
Key Occupy It.
i This residence can be erected tar
18,900. It contains nine rooms, all of
j which are of a large site. The design
I is excellent, as it combines both a
1 pleasing exterior and a well-arranged
J Interior. The width, including the
veranda, is 4fl feet, and the depth, in-
| eluding the veranda, is 64 feet
| The height of the cellar is b feet;
first story, 10 feet; second story, 0 feet
6 Inches, and the attic, 8 feet 6 inches.
| The foundation will be of rubbla-
gone, 16 inches thick, laid up Injfood
____ rfosatl ooal bins, furnace j
rooms, vsfotabk cellar and ash pita.
iTIiaplaosa am placed In rSooption ,
ban, parlor, sitting-room and two
ohambors. Sid Ing doors are put be- ;
t tween parlor and recaption hall and j
between sttilngfoom and reception jhall. I
j The entire house is piped for gas and
, furnace, and has electric bells, speek-
; ing tubes, clothes ••h chute and
flour bins. The ̂ wnsr will furnish
mantels, shelf hardware, *rt glsss aoA
i plumbing fixtures. Thp floors ia the
kitchen, pantry and bathroom will be
of maple, and the sink In the kitchen
of gray enamel All glass Is to be
American double thick.









At I end the ttery
Very happUy.
Then I ask bar if I
May bar brave knight be;
But she does not answer—
Faataaleepiaahei




The PrtmitiTs, But AoeuruU, KsTtMd oi
% Dakota LaaAlord.
There’ are more ways of keeping ac-
counts than that which prevails in
trasiness, and which needs ledgers,
Bash books and single and double en-
toy.
Sometimes, In little country stores,
ihe proprietors of which know nothing
about bookkeeping, and probably just
as much about figures, the accounts of
customers are kept as correctly as they
could be by a graduate of a business
college.
An old resident of Dakota recently
told a story illustrative of this primi-
tive, but accurate, method of book-
i used," he said, <(to be a man
in Yankton whose system of keeping
accounts was wonderfully efficient
JBe kept a hotel and he oonld neither
yead nor write. He did not know how
to spell his own name, but he did a
thriving business, and collected every
dollar of his accounts.
* / “Once, years ago, when I first came
to thU country, I went to his hotel
and stopped there two weeks. When
1 left he presented me with a state-
ment of what I owed him, and it was a
curiosity. He had copied it from his
ledger. At the top of the sheet then
was the rude picture of a soldier on
the march, and after it three straight
marks. Then there was a scene show-
ing a man at table eating. Then ap-
peared a bed with a man in it In the
amount column there was a picture of
doll and after it the two letters RS.
After the picture of the man eating
there were forty-two marks. After
the view of the man in bed there were
fourteen marks. I looked at the ac-
count, then at the proprietor, and told
him it would take me a week to an-
swer the conundrum. I was complete-
ly stumped, and when that hotel man
deciphered the account for me it was
this:
“The picture of the soldier walking
meant March, and the three marks
applied the date, March 8, when I be-
gan boarding. The man at the table
with forty-two marks indicated that I
had eaten forty-two meals. The man
in bed with fourteen marks showed
that I had slept in the house fourteen
nights. The doll with RS after it
meant 'dollars,' and in the figure col-
umns appeared the figures 14, which
was the amount I owed him. And it
was a true blil.'*
cement mortar and plastered on the
outside where it comes in contact
against ground with cement The
first story will have narrow siding,
first quality 0. G.; the second story is
to bs shingled, square butt dimension.
The gables will hare round butt
shingles and the roof extra Star A Star
cedar shingles. Hard white plaster
to be used throughout The first and
second story floors are double, with
tar paper between.
T1 e finished floor in the reception
hall will be red oak, and all other
floors Georgia pine. The attic floor ia
to be pine or spruce, and the trim in
reception hall will be of red oak. The
trim throughout the entire house is to
be of white pine. Panel backs are to
be under windows in reception hall
parlor and dining-room.
The bathroom and kitchen are to be
wainscoted. The staircase in recep-
tion hall is to be of red oak, and all
red oak is to be filled and finished with
a hard oil varnish. Woodwork in
attic, laundry, kitchen, pantry and
rear hall are to be finished with hard
ACTION OF MOLECULEa
Sir B. Ball Describe* the Motion* of the
Diamond.
Sir R. Ball who is fond of revealing
the marvelous, bos been studying the
mysterious action of molecules; and
what he has to say concerning the
movements of the molecules of a dia-
mond Is as truly surprising as anything
he has told ns about the sun and the
planets. Everybody is composed of a
multitude of extremely, but not in-
finitely, amid! molecules, and it might
be thought, says Sir Robert (according
to a contributor In the Newcastle
[Eng.] Chronidel that in a solid, at
all events, the |MHe particles must be
clustered together in a compact mass.
But thp truth Is far more wonderful
Were the sensibility of our eyes in-
creased so as to make them a few mil-
lion times more powerful, It would be
seen that the diamond atoms, which
form the perfect gem when aggregat-
ed In sufficient myriads, are each in a
condition of rapid movement of the
PLAB Of FIBST BLOOB.
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Wfcj Be Wee a Chicken.
Eight little boys got on a streetcar
in a bunch, and it was soon demon-
strated from their talk that they were
choir boys. The ladies In the car
talked to them, and asked all sorts of
questions, and they responded willing-
hr except one little fellow, who seemed
lobe the butt of the other seven. “So
yon all sing?" asked one of the ladies.
•*Yea,H answered three of the boys at
the same time. “Then yon axe regular
Uttie canaries," said the lady. Tm a
mocking bird," cried one boy. *Tm a
cuckoo," said another, until each boy
told what kind of a bird he was. The
eighth boy— the butt before mentioned
—said nothing, until the lady laughing-
ly inquired what kind of a bird he was.
“I expect, ma'am," he answered, dole-
folly, “I must be a chicken, from the
way 1 get it in the neck all the time."
Oae Great Drawback.
The author who pleased himself by
printing his third volume of poems
anonymously, and had nine copies of
the book presented to hip by differ-
ent friends the next Christmas, would
haVe been ready to sympathise with a
Uttie boy's remark quoted in Harper's
oil, and all other trim to be painted
white.
The exterior to be painted as fol-
ows: Trim, including casings, cornices,
bands, veranda posts, railing, etc., a
blue gray, and the body of house first
and second stories — this includes all
shingles on side and gables— a light
silver gray. The roof will have two
ooats of yellow ochre, the first coot
being applied by dipping and the sec-
ond coat heavy brush coal The brick
chimneys above the roof Will be laid up
in gray brick and the top will be
capped with a smooth blue-gray stone
dressed on all sides.
The outside doors will have the
grain filled and will be finished with a
hard-oil varnish. The sashes are to bs
painted a very dark blue-black; out-
side blinds dark gray; veranda floors
and ceiling a slate color, ceiling light
and floor dark.
I The parlor is 16*ix»H f<»t; reception
hall 13xl9){; sitting-room, lTKx23feeti
diningroom, 10x16 feet; kitchen, I8)f
xl8X; pantry, 6x10 feet; rear
porsh, 4x12 feet; front veranda, 8 feet
wide; front and rear stairs, 8 feet
most complex description. Each mole-
cule would te seen swinging to and
fro with the utmost violence among
the neighboring molecules and quiver
lug from the shocks it receives from
the vehement encounters with other
molecules, which occur millions of
times in each second. The hardnees
and impenetrability so characteristic
would at first sight seem to refute the
supposition that it is no more than a
cluster of rapidly moving particles;
but the well-known impenetrability of
the gem arises from the fact that,
when attempt is made to press a steel
point into the stone, it fails because
the rapidly moving molecules of the
stone batter the metal with such ex-
traordinary vehemence that they re-
fuse to allow it to penetrate or even to
mark the crystallized surface. When
glass is cut with a diamond, the edge
which seems so hard is really com-
posed of rapidly moving atoms. The
glass which Is cut is also merely a
mass of moving molecules, and what
seems to happen is that, as the dia-
mond is pressed forward, its several
particles, by their superior vigor,
drive the little particles of glass out of
the way. _
THE PARASOL ANT.
A Peculiar Inaect Which Stripe Tree* of
Their Learea.
The Kew Bulletin says that the gov-
ernment of Trinidad has passed an or-
dinance for the extermination of
“parasol antt,” So far as its power ex-
tends. The pest baa become unbear-
able; in fact, from the nature of
thlnga, wherever this ant Is found .a
growing civilisation must wage war to
the death with 1L
The creatures strip trees of their
leaves, which they neatly trim to the
else and shape of a threepenny bit, and
carry to the neat An army of these
ants at work la one of the strangest
sights in tropical America. The col-
umn may be followed for a mile, three
or four Inches in width, a serried mass
of ants, each carrying aloft upright
as a flag, its green disk.
They will strip a large tree of which
they fancy the leaves in twenty-four
hours. But nature has limited their
ravages in the way which Darwin and
Wallace teach us to respect Many
species of trees are quite protected
against them by peculiarities which
we cannot detect Many others are so
far protected that the ants will not
attack them if they have a choice.
But the enterprising foreigner brings
, ^ BiwaOedAflatv.
li>wing to the sudden and inexplic-
able silence of Mr. Cleveland and the
state department the American people
are left entirely In the dark ae to the
situation at Honolulu. Save only for
the vision conjured up by the pictur-
esque ‘diction of One of the Corwin's
sailor* who sung out over the rail:
“Hedjes'S a-poppln* down there," the dv-
Olsed world Is destitute of Hawaiian
knowledge. A general impreeelon.
founded on nothing move substantial
than the elusive “they eaj"“ti«at Min-
ister Willis hae presented to President
Dole a demand that he step down and
let Queen Lil step up is abroad in the
land, and conjecture as to the effect
of this diplomatic communication made
to the government to which, in ap-
parent amity, Willie was accredited, is
naturelly active. >
The net effect of the presidential pol-
icy of concealment wUl be to awaken
very general suspicion that the admin-
istration has sustained a very serlons
blow in Honolulu and desires te keep
the fact secret until it can prepare an
explanation and a remodeled policy.
There are many way* in which action
In Honolulu might seriously affect the
Cleveland following. Perhaps the
moet disastrous tiling would be the
complete suoceelljf the Clerola'nd pol-
icy, for news of the reinstatement of
the queen, the return to power of her
British favorites, the reinstatement in
the line of succession of the half-breed
princess with her British guardian,
woul/i be to many Americans tidings
of a crime It is possible that the pol-
icy of restoration has , not succeeded
and that Minister Willis has been
curtly ordered to leave the islands—
an order which President Dole as the
de facto head of an established govern-
ment has entire right to issue. Or
there is »kiU the chance that the inter-
ference of Willis has led to fight^pg
and that by the Quixotic appearance of
Cleveland in the defense of an absurtl
and contemptible monarchy an ordi-
narily peaceful community has been
steeped in blood. It is even within the
limits of credibility that United States
forces msy have been employed under
the orders of Cleveland’s envoy.
Speculation upon these points is of
course idle, but mere enumeration of
the varying conjectures in the public
mind shows how unwise is the admin
istration’s attitude of secrecy. In all
probability the t ruth, when it comes,
will prove far less sensational than the
conjectures. And concealment can be
for a brief time only. The government
can anchor its revenue cutter far from
land and prohibit communication with
the shore, but the next steamer from
Honolulu must bring full and trust-
worthy news It will tax the imagina-
tion of Americans to believe that the
tidings now kept so dark a secret
aboard the cutter Corwin can add in
the slightest degree to the stupiaity
and Infamy of the Cleveland policy in




Stoves, Tinware, Shelf and Heavy
Hardware, Cutlery, Bolts, ’etc.
I have been in the Hardware business for many years and
have become thoroughly conversant with the trade.
We wish to receive a fair share of the patronage
of the people of Holland and vicinity and all
will be treated with due courtesy.
* TT ' ''H/
Make me a call; Tioo doors west of Opera Home. -
Eighth St. - Holland, Mich.
H. H. KARSTEN,
Zeoletn.cl, nVIiotL.
Buckwheat ground, and Buckwheat Flour sold or exchanged; warranted t'
be prime. Pearl Barley manufactured.
36 poundsof the best flour Given in exchange for a
bushel of wheat.
Unclean Wheat purified free of charge. Highest price paid for
Wheat, Rye, Corn, Oats, Buckwheat and Ba1 lev
Elevator ^yi Mill near R. Rotation at Zeeland, Mich.
H. H. KARSTEN.
Wm. BRUSSE & CO.
Clothiers and
Merchant Tailors.
Clothing to order at Moderate Prices. Ready made cloth-
ing at all prices.
DRIFT OF OPINION.
Ifagazine:
Willie vfi lle was observed to be In deep
thought on Christinas afternoon, and
Ms mother asked him if he wasn’t feel-
ing well\
“Oh, Tm all right," he answered, a
little sadly, “but I was thinking there
was one thing About Christmas that I
didn’t like."
“Whatlsthatr \























his useful fruits and plants from every
quarter of the world and establishes
them in the domain of the Aecodoma.
; Then there is joy unmtxed. With un-
' protected food in abundance the ants
| multiply as they never could before, w
So the Trinidad Apthorlties hav*
1 made a law that the warden of any
(district may autheirtt; • landowner
who “suffers or Is likely to suffer” from
I their ravages to epter any neighbor's
gro d ud destroy the nests— if be
1 can, be it nndarsftyxi And anyone
obstructing such proceedings when
* duly authorized by.j^e warden becomes
| liable to a fine of £10 or imprisonment
I for three months, with or without hard
j labor. - ,
| ' Pressure Sustained bf Divers.
George W. Fuller, the veteran sub-
marine diver, in relating some anec-
dotes concerning the bottom of the
! sea and its inhabits ras, gives some in-
: teresting figures as to the amount of
! pressure the body of a diver is subject-
ed to. At a depth of only 100 feet the
pressure is 44 pounds to each square
inch of the divert body surface. The
ordinary human frame has about 19
1 square feet of surface, which would
' make the pressure at the depth
mentioned above not less than 88 tonal
This enormous weight is not all press*
ing downward, but inwards from all
directions. _ _
An Artlfletsl Larynx.
1 A French surgeon has devised an aw
tifleial larynx, whiqn enables the pa-
tient to speak with 'air supplied to it
by means of a pneumatic appliance
fastened on his chest The larnyx,
which Is of silver tubing, contains a
.1 T'r,. -
BTHow do the democratic farmers
like to recall the campaign promise, in
1892, of “1125 wheat” as a result of
Cleveland’s election?— Toledo Blade.
tSTH PxatfVUson and his free- trade
crauljs can have their way the great
majority of the people will be receivers
— otfree soup. — N. Y. Recorder.
' QTWhat the democrats seem to need
is .a patent elastic, self-adjusting, de-
tachable tariff made of the best quality
of india-rubber, perspiration proof, and
warranted not to gall— Chicago Trib-
nne.
CffThe coming tariff discussion will
not develop anything new on the sub-
ject, bnt it will emphasize the fact that
the democratic method of raising reve-
nue is to impose war taxes in a time of
peace. — St Louis Globe- Democrat
tlT Demagogic, unequal impractica-
ble, sectional unpopular and inquis-
itorial— the income tax will not be ac-
cepted by the American people, except
as a last resort to raise revenue for a
hopelessly bankrupt government—
Boston Traveller.
After all it is very fortunate for
Grover Cleveland that President Dole
declined to accede to his demand for
the reinstatement of Queen Lil Fail-
ure in that line of policy may be morti-
fying, bat success would have been a
crime.— Chicago Times (Dem.).
tSTRepresentative Morse, of Massa-
chusetts, estimates the shrinkage of
Values of property, and actual losses to
Workingmen because of the free trade
policy of Cleveland, at fifteen billion
dollars. Rather a high price to pay for
ihe Sweet boon of Grover Cleveland!—
Toledo Blade.
* ; fy Democrats call it "a revival of
buttrtesfc" when a machine shop starts
upland never stop to ask whether the
tednctlon of wages is fifteen or thirty
per bent Bnt the fact is the unem-
ployed workmen would be glad to
work at any wages that will buy
bread for hungry wives and children.
—Chicago Inter Ocean.
! tyThe fanners of New York are
making the democratic politicians
howl by signing protests against the
Wilson bill The democratic pasty
never looked for so mnch opposition to
come from the farmers of the country.
Bnt they are more clamorous for hav-
ing the McKinley law let alone than
even the manufacturers. —Iowa State
Register.
Cgrit is absurd for democrats to
shake their heads over the sugar tax
and express grave apprehensions about
the damage likely to result to the
party from an interference with the
“free breakfast table." The free
Y breakfast table gnat ought not to cause
any inconvenience to persons capable
of kwallowlng the income tax camel—
N. Y. Times (Dem.).
‘ HTThe democratic party ia certainly
a party of extremes. Under its man-
agement of the affairs of the. nation,
E will sell you a suit at any price. But for wearing ̂
qualities, style and fit we recommend one of our
made to Order Suits. They wear better, last longer and
are cheaper in the end.
In addition we make an unheard of offer: We will keep
in repair, free of cost, for six months from date of purchase
any suit bought of us during 1894. Give it a trial.
WM. BRUSSE & GO., ;
MARTIN & HUIZINGA













A FELL HE OF CHOICE CIGARS.
IB. Ym Oort.




This last is the latest and most/ in
proved Oasoline Stove in
the market.
Also a full line of Oil Stoves.
Pare Wines and Liquors for ledieinal
PorpMOR.
Prescriptions tid Btcipei Carefully Uttpraded.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 19, 1892.
PAINTS.
The celebrated Paints of Heath
hgan are kept on hand, in
shades and colors.
I
reed which gives a uniform tone to the grain elevator* are bursting with
artificial voice. The air pressure is-de- 1 wheat, the price for which is the lowest
rived from two rubber balls <p»mmuni- 0n record; the vaults of the banks are
eating, together and with the larynx bursting with money, the price for
by flexible pipes, and thls arrangement which is also low, while the stomachs
Isoctnated by a,ccj|Mtog bulbheid tif the workingmen are pinched byk want of worfi with which to get the
hat wi.l bnv the wheat— N. Y.
Dealers in
FRESH, SAIT, AND SMOKED-MEATS-
Parties desiring
Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are especially invited to call. .
Market cn Eiver street
| DEKRAKER&; PE FOSTER.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 8,
CREOLITE,
A new substance for floor _ ___
.Dries bone-hard in one night,
free from tack, and durable
J. .B VAN OORT.
Holland. Mich.. March 24. 1892.
KTew X-iifi
KKir*"
_ _ On I Mh,
Da K. 0. WESTS NERVE AND BRAT
TREAT -- ™ ------ - -------
FiU. N
caused
.TMENT, a ipeolflo for HyiterU, Dlutnaa
feuralgla, Uradaobe. Nervona Proatratk
----- by alcohol or tobeocn. WakefulDeM, M
tal Depretaioo, Softauh | of Rrain, oaaaitg u
sanity, tnlaenr. deony, death, Pr-meture Old Ag
B&rrenneat. Lots of Power In cither etx, Imp
teuoT, Lenoorrhcpa ard all Female Weakneaa*
Involuntary Loaaea. Sperm atborrl wa caused t
ftvor-oxertlon of braio, Self ahnsu, over Indn
gene#. A month’# treatment. U. e fnr IS, [
mall. We guarantee alx boxei to cure. Ea
•for 6 boxee, with IS will aend written
) to ref and if not cured. Goarante,# L.
only by . W. Z. BANOS.
Hr. Gra ndville Ave„ Oru>,d Raplda, 9
